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Foreword 

Global economic and environmental instability and the policy responses to this are 
focusing minds on what can be done to make communities more resilient locally. As 
public sector resources are squeezed, there is a need to achieve ever-greater value 
for every public pound. There is also growing recognition that achieving maximum 
value for taxpayers’ money is not just about the highest financial value. Politicians and 
professionals are realising the need to achieve the ‘triple bottom line’ of the greatest 
economic, social and environmental benefit for every pound. 

Using community benefits in procurement can be one of the most effective ways of 
ensuring the £175 billion spent on public sector procurement in the U.K. can have wider 
social, environmental and economic benefits than the object of the procurement itself. 
It is about adding value and unlocking potential. It is about supporting local economies, 
promoting employment, skills and training, developing communities and minimising 
environmental damage. It is about social well-being, economic resilience and steward-
ship of place. It is a virtuous dynamic process in which local government can play a lead-
ing role. Indeed the Office for Government Commerce has published a Policy Through 
Procurement Action Plan (January 2010) aimed at ‘harnessing public procurement to 
deliver key policy agendas concerned with fair and sustainable economic growth and 
recovery’, which the Government announced in the 2009 Pre-Budget Report (PBR). 
Achieving benefit through procurement has become a driver of economic recovery and 
forms a key element of the recent White Paper on employment*  

Sustainable procurement does not have to cost more than standard delivery of contracts. 
It is far more meaningful to consider value in terms of whole life costs and better social, 
economic and environmental outcomes. APSE’s previous work with CLES on the local 
economic footprint of public services shows that £1 of public spending can generate 
£1.64 in the local economy through employment and supply chains. If councils achieved 
community benefits through their procurements, that figure could rise to £2.

While some of the obstacles in the way of delivering a triple bottom line are undoubt-
edly practical, others are associated with culture and mindset. When we embarked on 
this research we were conscious of the legal constraints imposed by the EU procure-
ment regime as translated into U.K. law. But we were also conscious that this is often 
used as an excuse for a risk-averse approach to delivering community benefits through 
procurement. In a previous publication entitled Maximising Local Potential, APSE and 
Eversheds showed how local authorities could achieve community benefits through the 
procurement process and examined the best means of delivering such benefits within 
the boundaries of the existing legal framework. This time we were keen to look at practi-
cal examples of how councils have been achieving those wider community benefits.

We have identified some excellent examples of how councils have achieved benefits 
such as promoting local supply chains, developing employment and training oppor-
tunities and achieving environmental sustainability.  This really is about creating a ‘can 
do’ culture. Achieving community benefits through sustainable procurement requires 
commitment at all levels; at the corporate leadership level, among procurement and 
legal experts and among those responsible for delivering services. This is not just 
about procurement. It is about innovative, holistic and strategic approaches to broad-
ranging local government policy. 

In this guide, you will find examples from councils already breaking ground in achiev-
ing community benefits. You also will find useful checklists and lessons learned to 
assist with formulation of your own strategic approach and implementation. We hope 
you find this publication useful in helping to use community benefits to deliver better 
bang for the diminishing public buck. 

Paul O’Brien, Chief Executive, APSE      Neil McInroy, Chief Executive, CLES

* Department for Work and Pensions, Employment White Paper, Building Britain’s Recovery, DWP, December 2009
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Executive summary

Our research into achieving community benefits through public procurement has 
yielded new insights into questions and barriers local authorities face, possible ways to 
address them, and critical success factors that underlie good practice. These findings 
offer a base from which local authorities can begin to re-think their own procurement 
processes and develop creative ‘can do’ attitudes, holistic approaches and innova-
tive practice to get more from this important corporate function. In this guide, we 
show how sustainable procurement should be intrinsic not only to local authorities’ 
procurement strategies, but also to delivering more for less and forging resilient local 
economies and sustainable communities. 

Unanswered policy questions
This guide begins by setting out the policy and legal context in which councils are 
operating. As we show in section one, this context throws up some inherent tensions 
and raises a number of questions that we attempt to address throughout this guide. 

Our findings show questions centre around: EU Procurement directives; cost efficien-
cy and sustainability; value for money; and measurement of non-cashable benefits. 
We show that a holistic local approach, ‘can do’ attitude and innovative practices 
can enable laws and policies to be balanced with achieving better outcomes locally. 
We show that cost efficiency can be reconciled with community benefits. We also 
show that delivering social, environmental and economic value locally can offer 
more value long-term than pure cost. While it is difficult to measure non-cashable 
benefits, we present numerous real life examples of local authorities across the UK 
being rewarded as a result of sustainable procurement practices. 

Barriers to achieving community benefits 
Government guidance documents and relevant literature suggests EU Procurement 
Directives and UK Value for Money policy are the biggest barriers to achieving com-
munity benefits from public procurement, as section two of this report demonstrates. 
From our survey of local authorities, we found these to be considerable barriers, as 
identified by 35% of respondents. But our research found that the biggest problems 
were actually identified as being difficulties for local suppliers to successfully bid for 
and deliver contracts (identified by 47.5% of respondents) and local authority culture 
and perception (45% identified this). Also, local authority training, awareness and 
budgetary and efficiency pressures were significant problems identified by 35% and 
32.5% of respondents respectively. 

Our findings show the biggest barriers to achieving community benefit from pro-
curement are actually those that can be overcome. While European law and UK 
policy need to be broadly adhered to, matters such as difficulties with suppliers can 
be addressed more easily, via measures such as; local capacity building, contract 
unbundling or staff training. This is not to say it is easy to overcome deeply ingrained 
problems around culture and perception. But at least many primary problems can 
be solved by local authorities themselves, rather than being at the mercy of national 
and supra-national forces. 

How local authorities can beat barriers
An extensive and diverse range of measures for achieving community benefits through 
procurement were identified by practitioners we surveyed and in the review of gov-
ernment guidance and other literature. As shown in section three of this report, these 
measures can be implemented throughout each stage of the procurement process, 
from pre-tendering to contract management. In addition, working with local suppliers 
to increase their uptake of contracts, thereby retaining money and supporting em-
ployment locally, was a prevailing theme. 

The most popular measures local authorities can take were reported to be: engage-
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ment with suppliers (reportedly practiced in the local authorities of 63.6% of respond-
ents); tailoring tender evaluation criteria to favour the inclusion of community benefits 
(60%); advertising locally through a procurement portal (45.6%); use of community 
benefit clauses (45%); and adapting procurement rules in ways to support local sup-
pliers (40%). 

This research highlights how it is possible to incorporate considerations of com-
munity benefits into every step of the procurement process itself as well as through 
separate action to improve the capacity, ability and awareness of local suppliers and 
thereby strengthen the local economy, skills and employment. This is being done in 
a number of local authorities, but many of these measures are far from mainstream 
practice despite considerable benefits they can yield. This research challenges the 
misconception that using public procurement for community benefits is dependent 
on higher legislative and policy powers, and sets out a positive case for local author-
ity action to secure community benefits more widely.

Critical success factors in delivering community 
benefits
Our in-depth case studies of exemplary local authorities yielded an insight into the 
critical factors that lie behind successful outcomes from procurement, as shown in sec-
tion four of this report. Many of these were related to building a strong supplier-client 
relationship through robust engagement and active support in the uptake of public 
contracts, and also internal conditions that predicate a successful approach, including 
strong leadership and senior/political support, overcoming risk aversion and, topically, 
being responsive to recession. Re-thinking the procurement process was another im-
portant success factor, including realising that this process, particularly bidding and 
evaluation, should be tailored in relevance to individual contracts. 

From our exploration of case studies, principal areas that have emerged as critical condi-
tions for local authorities to achieve community benefits from public procurement are: 

building strong relationships with local suppliers and undertaking robust •  
engagement;
having a positive and enabling local authority culture and support from senior •  
management and political leaders;
incorporating community benefits imaginatively throughout the procurement •  
process; 
overcoming risk aversion without violating procurement laws or policy.•  

Recommendations for local authorities
From both our primary and secondary research, we can make a number of recom-
mendations about how local authorities might achieve community benefits from their 
procurement of goods and services. Ultimately, adopting sustainable procurement 
practices will help authorities retain money within the local economy by increasing 
the proportion that goes into local businesses and, through supporting local jobs, 
directly into communities too.

Learn from the findings of this research
The research and commentary of this report offer a valuable addition to the body 
of literature and guidance by examining on-the-ground practice in local authorities 
across the UK and drawing together the range of potential measures through an 
holistic approach to re-thinking procurement. We urge local authorities to examine 
our guidance on what a local authority can do to achieve community benefits from 
procurement and to consider the underlying factors that enabled success within our 
case study authorities. The principle themes that have emerged are that councils need 
to challenge a risk-averse culture, innovate and take a holistic approach. 
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Challenge a risk-averse culture
We have shown throughout this publication that primary barriers to delivering commu-
nity benefits through sustainable procurement are cultural. Challenging a risk-averse 
culture to increase internal awareness of the potential benefits from procurement and 
dispel myths – such as EU procurement law prevents actively promoting community 
benefits, or that Value for Money cannot be achieved if community benefits have to 
be delivered in addition to the main contract. There needs to be a more permissive 
approach at all levels in a local authority among both those in senior political and 
corporate those in service delivery roles.  A risk-averse culture can partly be disman-
tled through better training and also through strong corporate whips from senior 
management and incorporation of procurement into major local authority policy, 
including local economic development strategies, Sustainable Community Strategies 
and crucially, Local Area Agreements. 

In order to develop a more permissive culture, local authorities might want to con-
sider:

what are the main barriers to achieving community benefits from procure-•  
ment within your local authority/service area?
which of the measures highlighted in this report could be applied to your •  
local authority/service area?
how might locally specific conditions affect implementation and outcomes?;•  
how is your authority/service area encouraging innovation, if at all, in terms •  
of using community benefit clauses, tailoring and improving the procurement 
process, and working with local suppliers to increase their uptake of public 
contracts?
is there top-down support for sustainable procurement practices and innova-•  
tion, and if not, how might this be encouraged?
how do staff and organisational cultures and perceptions support or inhibit •  
sustainable procurement?

Innovate
Local authorities need to think innovatively about how they can yield community 
benefits from their procurement activities. One of the key predicates of a successful 
approach is challenging the cultural inhibitors within organisations – trialling new 
approaches and activities should be a key part of this. While it is beneficial to draw on 
best practice approaches from other local authorities, hopefully aided by this guide, it 
is also important to remember that innovation involves development of entirely new 
ideas, piloting these locally, and monitoring outcomes to gauge effectiveness under 
specific local conditions. 

Ideas that local authorities might want to consider in more detail could include:

Performance targets – •  introducing targets around the number of local 
suppliers who are invited to tender, shortlisted for interview and/or selected 
(selection cannot be simply to reach targets of course, but could encourage 
placement of resources into say, local supplier capacity building);
Local audits – •  conducting an audit of local suppliers to map where their 
expenditure goes, in terms of sub-contracting, purchase of materials, 
employees, overhead costs, etc., and deducing suppliers’ economic footprints 
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to find out how much of their money is retained in the local economy, how 
much is leaked to outside companies and how many jobs are supported 
locally. From this, local suppliers can be made aware of their own ability to 
support local community benefits without increasing the cost to themselves. 
Also, local authorities can work with suppliers to retain more money locally, 
and economic footprints could even be considered in evaluation criteria for 
awarding contracts;
Procurement skills and training – •  making accredited procurement 
qualifications mandatory for officers working in local authority procurement 
departments, much in the way that people working in planning need to have 
planning qualifications. This would either be through specification of these 
qualifications in the essential criteria of recruitment or sending all new and 
existing staff on a relevant course. This would remove one of the common 
barriers to achieving community benefits through increasing officer aware-
ness of what is possible within the realms of the law and national policy, and 
spreading knowledge of good practice;

Take a holistic approach
Between the different sources, primary and secondary, used for this research, we have 
identified numerous ways to achieve community benefits from procurement, within 
different stages of the process and within different areas of local authority activity. 
The model below illustrates our conceptualisation of a holistic approach to sustainable 
procurement.

Delivery
Monitoring and evaluation

Making the decision 
to procure externally

Pre-tendering stage
• Business case 
• Specification 
• Preparation

Procurement process
• Advertising 
• Inviting to tender 
• Selecting a tenderer 
• Managing contractors

Community benefit 
clauses in contracts
• Economic 
• Social 
• Environmental 

Increasing uptake 
of contracts by local 
suppliers
• Keeping costs low, 
the process simple and 
attractive 
• Engagement with suppliers 
• Unbundling contracts 
• Ongoing business support 

Fig 1: Taking a holistic approach to sustainable procurement 
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Firstly, the decision needs to be taken about whether to procure externally. This will 
nearly always be necessary for procuring goods, but it may be more beneficial and cost 
effective to deliver services in-house and that may also be the best means of securing 
wider community benefits.

Once the decision is made, the process will necessarily run through a pre-tendering 
stage and the procurement itself. Consideration of community benefits need to be 
made in each part of this; in making the business case for the procurement, in speci-
fying what the contract must deliver, in preparing to undertake the process, and in 
advertising and inviting to tender, awarding the contract and managing it thereafter. 

However, feeding into both the pre-tendering stage and procurement process, 
practitioners must consider firstly, the use of community benefit clauses if these are 
appropriate, how they might secure positive economic, social and environmental 
outcomes, and if they are legally sound. Secondly, procurement practitioners and 
the local authority as a whole must consider the local business and third sector com-
munity from which goods or services might be supplied. Building up a relationship 
with potential suppliers through engagement, business support and capacity building 
activity, as well as ensuring that the process of tendering is simple and inexpensive, 
and that contracts can be unbundled, are all vital for increasing the uptake of public 
contracts by local suppliers. 

Finally, it will be important to monitor how successful clauses and the procurement 
process have been at delivering community benefits through the use of appropriate 
tools and indices, and to monitor the rate of uptake by local suppliers and their ‘eco-
nomic footprint’ (e.g. as an employer or sub-contractor). Like any good evaluation, this 
should then feed back into a review of the local authorities’ approach and inform any 
alterations made to further increase benefits in the future. APSE is currently undertak-
ing further research with Southampton University to develop a procurement toolkit 
specifically focused upon environmental considerations in procurement. This is poten-
tially a key measure in the process and an ingredient of sustainable procurement. 

Our research shows that a creative, innovative and holistic, multi-pronged approach 
is needed to make public procurement sustainable locally. This cannot happen 
through procurement officers working in isolation; all local authority departments 
need to get on board and incorporate procurement and related community benefits 
into their service plans and outcome targets. There will be a particularly strong role 
for policy departments and senior officers in bringing about this culture shift, and 
for economic development practitioners in working with the local business com-
munity and workforce to increase the benefits of public procurement. This will not 
only be vital for responding to the recession through maximising local retention in 
a time of diminished resources and job losses, but also in the long term for achieving 
sustainability to support resilient local economies and communities.
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Introduction 

The importance of public procurement in a new 
economic era
This research is particularly timely given the UK  is just emerging from a sustained 
period of economic recession with long term consequences for public finances. As the 
impact of the recession continues to bite, local authorities will be faced with a number 
of social, economic, environmental and ‘place focused’ challenges that will shape the 
future economic destiny of their locality. These challenges will include: rising levels of 
unemployment; rising levels of business insolvencies; threats to the sustainability of 
the third sector; and decreases in property values. These micro-economic and local-
ised challenges will be coupled with wider macro-economic challenges for local areas 
and authorities around: public spending cuts; an increased drive for efficiency; and a 
renewed emphasis upon and drive for economic growth. 

The way in which local authorities respond to these challenges will be essential in 
determining how resilient they are to global economic change. There is a key empirical 
link between public spending and the local economy, with public spending through 
procurement crucial to local economic resilience. One of the ways in which local au-
thorities can respond to global economic change is through effective procurement 
policy and processes locally. A structured, rigid and legally risk averse approach po-
tentially restrains authority’s resilience during global economic change. An innovative 
and progressive approach, on the other hand, can potentially secure the sustainability 
of local businesses and communities. 

The aims of our research 
The research has the following four principal aims:

to understand European legislation and national policy driving procurement •  
in the UK;
to identify and explore barriers to achieving community benefits through •  
procurement;
to detail examples of how local authorities in the UK have achieved com-•  
munity benefits through procurement an hone in on the processes and critical 
success factors that enabled them to demonstrate this good practice;
to provide guidance and tools as to how local authorities in the UK can more •  
effectively consider and achieve community benefits in the procurement 
process in the future. 

Our approach and methods
The dual issues of a procurement culture that is focused upon European law and VfM 
versus examples of best practice in achieving community benefits led APSE and CLES 
to embark on this research project. We sought to provide a guidance that concentrates 
on the processes local authorities need to use, at both strategic and delivery levels, to 
embed consideration of community benefits into their procurement strategy, proc-
ess and tendering. This work builds upon previous research undertaken by APSE in 
association with Eversheds1 which discussed the legalities of achieving community 
benefits through procurement.

APSE and CLES have utilised a range of primary and secondary research methods. An 
extensive review of legislative and policy literature has set the foundations for under-
standing what can be achieved in relation to community benefits and procurement 
and has enabled some examples of good practice to be detailed. 

We have also undertaken primary research in the form of an online survey utilising Survey 
Monkey and interviews with five case study authorities that have successfully achieved 
community benefits through procurement. The survey was qualitative in its approach and 
sought to identify in-depth responses from local authority practitioners in relation to:
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the common barriers procurement officers and frontline service deliverers •  
face in achieving community benefits through procurement;
the methods and processes they have utilised to overcome these barriers;•  
specific examples of community benefits achieved through procurement in •  
their locality.

The case study interviews with senior officers sought to delve deeper into the processes 
local authorities are adopting in their procurement policy, tendering and delivery to 
achieve economic, social and environmental benefits.

This specific research study forms part of a wider programme undertaken in partner-
ship between APSE, CLES and the Institute of Local Government Studies (INLOGOV) 
in which we have examined: the role of public employment2, bringing public services 
back in-house3;  neighbourhood governance and service delivery4; and the local eco-
nomic footprint of public services5. Through each of these pieces of work, we have 
actively championed the role that local government and the wider public sector plays 
in shaping local places economically, socially and environmentally. This research seeks 
to further demonstrate the value of local government in local economic resilience 
through its strategic commissioning role.

This publication sets out the results of our research. It aims to provide both a starting 
point for corporate leaders and service managers who wish to expand their knowledge 
of sustainable procurement and a detailed practical guidance for procurement profes-
sionals wishing to deliver community benefits in their day-to-day role. It is broken 
down into four sections: 

Section One: The policy context lays the foundations for our exploration of sustainable 
procurement by examining the legislative and policy context to achieving community 
benefits through procurement. 

Section Two: Barriers achieving community benefits details common barriers to 
achieving community benefits through procurement, which have been identified fol-
lowing a literature review and through a survey among local government officers. 

Section Three: Beating the barriers to achieving community benefits shows how local 
authorities have overcome the barriers to achieving community benefits.

Section Four: Success factors in achieving community benefits provides guidance as 
to the processes local authorities have used to deliver community benefits, incorpo-
rating the key lessons learnt from in-depth case studies and includes a summarised 
checklist. 

The process of procuring public sector goods and services is both complex and re-
source intensive. In the United Kingdom, some £42 billion of public money7 passes 
through local authority procurement departments each year and into the ether of 
the wider supply chain, including: large multinational global corporations; national 
UK wide companies; local, small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs); and the third 
sector, encompassing community and voluntary sector (CVS) organisations and social 
enterprises. 

The decision making process surrounding the procurement of these public goods and 

‘Procurement is the process of acquiring goods, works 
and services, covering both acquisitions from third parties 
and from in-house providers. The process spans the whole 
cycle from identification of needs through to the end of a 

services contract or the end of the useful life of an asset.’

(National Procurement Strategy for Local Government, 
2003)6

What do we mean by sustainable procurement? 
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services is complex for three core reasons:

local authorities are required by European law to open up the procurement of •  
works, goods and services that exceed the given value thresholds to competi-
tion, both nationally and across Europe, and undertake a series of stages of 
tendering before a works, service or good can actually be procured;
UK policy over the last ten years in particular has meant that local authorities •  
have had to increasingly consider the Value for Money (VfM), Best Value, and 
efficiency savings agendas in their procurement decisions;
there is an increasing emphasis being placed in policy upon ensuring that the •  
decision making process around procurement has an active consideration of 
wider community benefits such as those contributing to social, economic and 
environmental policy objectives.

The combination of needing to adhere to the first two factors of European law and VfM 
has arguably resulted in a distinct legally risk adverse culture amongst procurement 
officers and wider service deliverers when it comes to considering the community 
benefits achievable through procurement. Indeed, there are a number of common 
misconceptions that suggest that the use of local suppliers, employment clauses 
and other community benefits, such as environmental good practice, are completely 
restricted by European law. Whilst there are barriers to achieving community benefits 
through the procurement process, they are far from insurmountable. Indeed, there are 
a significant number of examples of where local authorities have secured community 
benefits through each of the stages of the procurement process. 

It is no longer enough for public procurement merely to satisfy the requirements of 
value for money defined in terms of a narrow definition of cost and quality of output. 
Procurement decisions have an impact beyond the purchase or acquisition of goods 
and services whether in terms of food miles, the use of more sustainable sources, or the 
skills of the local workforce. Local authorities need to focus their efforts on delivering 
sustainability and enhancing well being. The use of community benefits can contrib-
ute to achieving this ‘triple bottom line’ and ensure a social return on investment that 
is clearly auditable and has local economic benefits.

The National Procurement Strategy (2003) outlines some of 
the key messages around the term ‘community benefits’. It 
states that councils need to encourage a range of suppliers 
to help stimulate a varied and competitive market place. 
This includes understanding the suppliers’ perspective and 
marketing the council to suppliers. It also states that under 
the Local Government Act 2000, councils are required to 
prepare a community plan and have powers to promote 
the economic, social and environmental well-being of 
their communities. Provided that there is compliance with 
EU public procurement regulations and Best Value policy, 
councils can work with suppliers to realise ‘community 
benefits’ of this kind through their procurement activities.

Community benefits can be economic, social or environ-
mental in their nature and can be both procurement proc-
ess focused, through supply chains; and service delivery 
focused, though community benefit clauses. 

Economically focused community benefits include:

utilising ‘local’ SMEs, voluntary sector and social enter-• 
prise organisations as suppliers;

providing for ‘local’ employment and training op-• 
portunities;

specifying and sourcing ‘local’, seasonal food.• 

Socially focused community benefits include:

stipulating provision of new social amenities within a • 
development project (e.g. building of a local school or 
community centre); 

stipulating green space is included within a develop-• 
ment project.

Environmentally focused community benefits 
include:

stipulating the use of renewable energy;• 

specifying materials and recycling in construction • 
projects

What do we mean by community benefits?
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Section one: The policy context

Procurement does not take place in isolation but should be driven by wider local 
government objectives. In this section we set out principal drivers behind sustainable 
procurement policy and establish the legal context in which pubic procurement is 
taking place. We also identity some important policy themes that should be reflected 
in the approach adopted by local authorities to public procurement.

UK policy commitment 
There is a commitment in UK policy towards social, economic and environmental 
improvement and benefits, whether these are achieved through frontline service 
delivery, special initiatives or the procurement of goods and services. Indeed, local 
authorities do not need to adhere to EU Procurement Directives where they de-
liver services in-house, thus providing the flexibility to achieve community benefits 
through direct delivery to local communities. However, where a procurement exercise 
is determined to be the most appropriate route to securing works, goods or services, 
then local authorities will need to consider how to maximise the potential community 
benefits for their communities though a formal procurement process.     

The general commitment to social, economic and environmental well-being came to 
fruition in England and Wales in the Local Government Act (2000)8 in the legislative 
requirement for local authorities and partners to develop Local Strategic Partnerships 
and produce Community Strategies, and also through the ‘Powers to Promote Well-
Being’9. This landmark power sought to increase the capability of local authorities to 
act on behalf of their areas by allowing them to do anything they consider likely to 
promote the economic, social and environmental well-being of their area, unless it is 
explicitly prohibited elsewhere in legislation. This effectively included the contracting 
of services with the proviso that the proposed activity is not viewed discriminatory 
or directly prohibited by European legislation. Similar requirements are evident in 
Scotland through Part 3 of the Local Government in Scotland Act (2003)10 which legis-
lated for the Power to Advance Well-Being.  

The 2009 HM Treasury Operational Efficiency Programme report from 200911 detailed 
that the public sector spent over £175 billion on procuring goods and services in 
2007/08, with the Roots Review (2009)12 stating that £42 billion of this was spent 
by local government. In Scotland, the McClelland Review (2006)13 indicated that the 
Scottish Executive spends some £8 billion upon procurement per annum, with local 
government spending at £2.3 billion. This is a significant amount of public money and 
the National Procurement Strategy (2003) sought to provide a framework to ensure that 
this money was being spent wisely and that Best Value in both cost and added value 
terms was being achieved. A significant aspect of the value element of the National 
Procurement Strategy was through achieving community benefits. This was largely 
rooted in seeking to enable small organisations to compete more effectively for local 
contracting opportunities. It was particularly highlighted in a delivery objective of the 
strategy that would require local authorities to ‘demonstrate how they will encourage 
a diverse and competitive supply market, including small firms, social enterprises, 
ethnic minority businesses and voluntary and community sector suppliers’.   

The focus upon Value for Money, comprising whole life costs, quality and to a degree 
community benefits outlined in the 2003 National Procurement Strategy, conflicted to 
some extent with the publication of the Gershon Review14 in 2004 and its focus upon 
efficiency in public service delivery. The Gershon Review outlined a number of process 
reviews as to how the Government, public bodies and local authorities could spend 
money more efficiently in the delivery of services and deliver subsequent cost sav-
ings. This simply had the effect of focussing the procurement process  even more on 
cost  than it was previously and therefore the consideration of effectiveness of service 
delivery and community benefits could be seen to be at the expense of the efficiency 
drive.  
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This efficiency and transformation drive in public services has come to characterise a 
number of policy and review documents released by the Government in the years fol-
lowing Gershon. Indeed, the evaluation of the National Procurement Strategy and the 
most recent final report into the National Procurement Strategy15 signals this emphasis 
upon efficiency, as does the development of Regional Improvement and Efficiency 
Partnerships16. Scottish local authority procurement policy decisions are driven by 
the Scottish Procurement Directorate’s Policy Manual17 which places similar emphasis 
upon efficiencies. This emphasis upon cost savings and efficiency thus provides a 
further significant barrier to deriving community benefits through procurement as 
procurement officers are likely to view cost as the primary consideration in tendering 
decisions. It is important to remember that, whilst there are UK policy objectives with 
regard to procurement, the EC Treaty and associated Procurement Directives are the 
primary legislators for the process of procurement. 

The drive towards sustainable procurement
Over the last six years, central government in the United Kingdom has sought to drive 
forward the concept of sustainable procurement. Through the National Procurement 
Strategy18 and the associated strategic policy and research activities of the Office of 
Government Commerce19, the Government has sought to ensure that local procure-
ment policy, decision making and tendering, is entwined in providing goods and serv-
ices that: achieve true Value for Money; are efficient in cost terms; offer service quality; 
and demonstrate evidence of community benefit in the form of positive economic, 
social and environmental outcomes. Government thinking has particularly sought 
to ensure that public expenditure achieves wider policy and societal outcomes. The 
twinning of economic, social and environmental benefits in procurement has been 
effectively coined in the term ‘community benefits’, which is the phrase we will utilise 
throughout this research report.

The seeking of community benefits through procurement have been traditionally seen 
as related to economic and social issues and have sought to enable legally binding 
community benefits: 

through supporting ‘local’ sourcing of supplies and services; •  
through seeking to employ ‘local’ companies or organisations to deliver •  
contracts; 
through seeking to support the ‘local’ small business or community and •  
voluntary sector;
through seeking to support the ‘locally’ unemployed into employment •  
through clauses stipulated as part of contract awards; 
through stipulating a certain number of apprentices must be trained through •  
delivery of the contract. 

The use of the term ‘local’, as discussed later in the section on EU procurement law, 
is strictly prohibited in clauses or caveats at any stage of the procurement process. 
However, in recent years, with the increasing focus upon climate change and the en-
vironment developed through government publications such as the Stern Review20, 
emphasis has been placed upon environmental benefit considerations in the procure-
ment process, such as the use of green packaging by suppliers.

Whilst there is a UK policy commitment toward building community benefits into the 
various stages of the procurement process, backed up by enabling tools such as the 
power to promote well-being and equality duties, EU procurement law prevents the 
process from being a simple one. Indeed, the EC Treaty and associated EU Procurement 
Directives effectively override UK policy when it comes to procurement, providing a 
number of barriers to achieving community benefits and potentially overriding the UK 
policy commitment. 
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EU procurement law
The European Community (EC) Treaty of 1957 (also known as the Treaty of Rome)22 first 
introduced the principle of a ‘single market’ and a unified Europe when it came to the 
movement of goods, services, workforces and finance. The Treaty effectively sought to 
ensure a Europe wide commitment to enabling the movement of such commodities 
freely between countries and a commitment to supporting the economic develop-
ment of all member countries through trade between countries. Under this principle 
of a ‘single market’, the EC Treaty effectively outlawed anti-competitiveness in the 
process of procurement that favoured national or local suppliers. Instead, the process 
of acquiring goods and services had to be freely marketed, advertised and opened up 
to organisations to tender for contracts from across Europe. 

The EC Treaty of 1957 and its associated Procurement Directives23 remain integral to the 
contemporary decision making process of procurement and associated public service 
delivery, and has been further supplemented by the World Trade Organisation GATT’s 
(General Agreement on Tarrifs and Trade) Agreement on Government Procurement24. 
The principles of the Treaty, particularly free movement of trade, apply to all values 
of contracts which are delivered through procurement and all stages of the process, 
whether it be: identifying service need; tender specification; tender evaluation and 
selection of contractor; or contract management. The general principles of the ‘single 
market’ and the outlawing of discrimination on the basis of favouring national and local 
suppliers, is further supplemented in regulations around higher value contracts which 
place a range of further obligations upon procuring bodies to enable free movement. 

The thresholds for higher value contracts change every two years and as from 1 January 
2010 are at the following levels25. Higher value contract obligations apply to:

The key obligation placed upon organisations procuring supplies and services above 
these thresholds is that the contract has to be advertised Europe-wide through the 
Official Journal of the European Union (OJEU) to enable organisations across all coun-
tries equal opportunity to bid to deliver the supply or services. Some contracts that are 

The APSE and Eversheds publication21 provides a useful 
description of the exact obligations of European procure-
ment law:

the Treaty of Rome imposes obligations on Member • 
States to promote free movement of goods, services, 
businesses and capital to create a ‘single’ market;

it outlaws any behaviour which is discriminatory in ef-• 
fect. Discrimination may come about by openly favour-
ing national suppliers over foreign suppliers;

the above Treaty obligations apply to all values of con-• 

tracts and to all stages of the procurement process;

there are additional obligations for higher level contracts • 
above defined thresholds, particularly:

the need to advertise Europe-wide through OJEU;• 

the banning of technical specifications liable to dis-• 
criminate against non-UK bidders;

the application of permitted selection criteria to shortlist • 
those invited to tender;

the application of prior disclosed and objective award • 
criteria to award the contract.

Summary of EU procurement law

Public Contracts Regulations 2006 Supplies Services Works

Entities listed in Schedule 1 
£101,323 
(€125,000)

£101,3232 
(€125,000)

£3,927,2603 
(€4,845,000)

Other public sector contracting authorities
£156,442 
(€193,000)

£156,442 
(€193,000)

£3,927,2603 
(€4,845,000)

Utilities Contracts Regulations 2006 Supplies Services Works

All sectors 
£313,694 
(€387,000)

£313,694 
(€387,000)

£3,927,260 
(€4,845,000)
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below the thresholds will also be advertised through OJEU in the interest of securing 
competition and Value for Money. 

There are further issues to consider around these thresholds with regard to the catego-
risation of particular types of public services as Part A and Part B services which has 
implications for how contracts have to be advertised, tendered and awarded. Services 
designated as Part A are subject to full EU procurement advertising and competition 
procedures as outlined above, whilst those designated as Part B are required to com-
ply with only a subset of specific provisions particularly around non-discriminatory 
specifications. A significant proportion of local authority spending and contracting 
falls within Part B, particularly with regard to Health and Social Care.  

Inherent tensions and unanswered questions
Through assessing EU Procurement Directives and the UK policy commitments to 
community benefits, it is evident that there are a number of inherent tensions and 
unanswered questions. Whilst key policy rhetoric, certainly within UK Government, 
suggests community benefits can be achieved through procurement, in reality there 
remain a number of process and delivery barriers, together with a number of unan-
swered questions. These barriers benefits will be examined in the following section, 
but it is important to set out these key tensions and questions:

how can EU Procurement Directives and the wider welfare of localities be •  
effectively balanced?;
can efficiency and cost saving be twinned and reconciled with sustainability?;•  
does sustainability through procurement have to cost more than standard •  
delivery of contracts?;
does Value for Money policy have cost as the primary criteria?;•  
are non-cashable community benefits of value and how do we measure •  
these? 
We attempt to address some of these tensions throughout this guide and •  
provide answers to key questions in the conclusion. 
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Section two: Barriers to achieving 
community benefits 

While achieving community benefits offers significant advantages, there are 
also barriers to be overcome. In this section we present the results of a literature 
review and quantitative on-line survey, which examined common barriers to 
achieving community benefits. The survey of local authority practitioners and 
a wider examination of literature identified that there are a range of barriers to 
achieving community benefits through procurement. This section of the research 
seeks to describe and analyse these barriers in further detail in five parts: European 
legislative barriers; national policy barriers; local public sector cultural barriers; local 
supply chain barriers; measuring community benefit barriers. The legal elements 
of these barriers are further discussed in the ASPE and Eversheds publication.26 

Survey responses
The survey relating to community benefits was sent out by email to approximately 
400 procurement officers and heads of frontline service areas across England, Wales, 
Scotland and Northern Ireland. . A total of 86% of respondents to the survey worked 
directly in procurement roles, either as directors and heads of procurement, procure-
ment managers or procurement officers and analysts. Other respondents were assist-
ant chief executives, economic development managers, policy officers or accountants. 
Respondents were asked in an open question to identify directly what they felt were 
the key common barriers to achieving community benefits through procurement. 

Many of the barriers identified were far more localised issues than those arising from 
European legislation and UK policy. The two commonest barriers to achieving com-
munity benefits through procurement identified in the survey were difficulties with 
suppliers (mentioned by 47.5% of respondents) and local authority culture and per-
ception (mentioned by 45% of respondents). There are indeed a host of local author-
ity cultural barriers to achieving community benefit through procurement including: 
legal risk aversion; risk aversion in engaging locally; and local political cultures. The EC 
Treaty and Procurement Directives and UK procurement policy were mentioned as a 
core barrier by 35% of the respondents. 

It would appear therefore that achievement of community benefits through the 
procurement process, certainly through the eyes of procurement officers and service 
deliverers, is not just restricted by the EC Treaty and Procurement Directives, but is 
rather a result of a range of additional local cultural, supply chain and other factors. 
Other common, more localised barriers included:  

lack of training and understanding of procurement (mentioned by 35% of •  
respondents); 
budget pressures and efficiency (mentioned by 32.5% of respondents);•  
logistics of including benefits in tendering and delivery (mentioned by 20% of •  
respondents);
local power, politics and communications (mentioned by 15% of respond-•  
ents).

European legislative barriers; • 

national policy barriers;• 

local public sector cultural barriers; • 

local supply chain barriers;• 

measuring community benefit barriers.• 

Main barriers to achieving community benefits

‘There is a lack of lo-
cal suppliers.’  Deputy 
Chief Executive – sur-
vey respondent

‘The voluntary sector 
has a poor state of 
readiness.’ Corporate 
Contract and Procure-
ment Manager – survey 
respondent

‘There needs to be 
a cultural change. 
Persuading budget 
holders is a key 
barrier.’ Procurement 
Analyst – survey re-
spondent

‘EU regulations. We 
are not allowed to 
specifically target lo-
cal suppliers and we 
are very risk adverse.’ 
Head of Strategic 
Procurement – survey 
respondent
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What are the main barriers to achieving community 
benefits? 
Respondents to the survey were additionally asked through a closed question to rank 
the voracity of some of the factors identified above and a range of others in acting as 
barriers to achieving community benefits through procurement. The survey findings 
suggest that whilst the EC Treaty and associated Procurement Directives were viewed 
by a lesser proportion of people as being a core barrier to achieving community ben-
efits, the voracity at which it acted as a barrier was significant in ranking terms. The 
highest ranked barriers by procurement officers and service deliverers to achieving 
community benefit through procurement are:

the EC Treaty and Procurement Directives;•  
the inability of local suppliers to bid for and deliver contracts;•  
the large scale and size of public contracts;•  
a lack of knowledge of the potential of procurement for achieving community •  
benefits;
difficulties in measuring procurement related benefits.•  

The results of the survey suggest a range of both legislative and process barriers 
to achieving community benefits through procurement. Whilst some legislative 
barriers such as the need to advertise above threshold contracts through OJEU 
cannot be directly overcome, other, more process focused barriers are far from 
insurmountable. As will be discussed later, factors such as: difficulties with sup-
pliers; the size and scale of contracts; and lack of knowledge can be overcome 
through local authority cultural change and smarter local procurement strategy 
and decision making.   

It is also important to identify some of the other common barriers to achieving com-
munity benefits through procurement, including:

the awareness of local suppliers of available opportunities;•  
perceptions of costs;•  
UK VfM policy.•  

This suggests that the often quoted issue of ‘cost’ in achieving community benefit 
through procurement is not necessarily the case. 

European policy and legislative barriers
As detailed in the survey, the EC Treaty and associated Procurement Directives 
are viewed as a core legislative barrier to achieving community benefits through 
procurement. One of the simplest ways in which local authorities and other public 
sector agencies can achieve community benefit through procurement is by utilising 
local SMEs and third sector organisations in delivering services or by stipulating local 
employment clauses in contracts. The use of the term ‘local’ is, however, viewed as 
discriminatory and anti-competitive by the EC Treaty and associated Procurement 
Directives and remains a considerable barrier to achieving community benefit. There 
are two core elements of the EC Treaty and Procurement Directives which act as 
barriers to achieving community benefits through procurement: 

anti-discrimination provisions•   – the EC Treaty and associated Procurement 
Directives, in particular their single market principles, prevent the dis-
crimination of firms on the basis of locality. This means that procurement 
bodies cannot openly favour local suppliers and instead need to open the 
process up to national and wider European providers. Indeed, European 
procurement law prevents the use of the term ‘local’ in any aspect of the 
procurement process, including seeking to derive community benefits;
advertising obligations•   – European procurement law stipulates that all 
contracts above the thresholds identified earlier must be advertised Europe 
wide through the Official Journal of the European Union (OJEU), thus 
encouraging competition nationally and from Europe. This obligation has 

‘Balancing sustain-
ability with ensuring 
Value for Money (i.e. 
competing policy 
agendas).’ Head of 
Strategic Procurement 
– survey respondent
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always presented a significant barrier to local companies as they are not 
often aware of contracts and services which are being advertised in OJEU. 

National policy and legislative barriers
The EC Treaty and Procurement Directive obligations highlighted above are supple-
mented by a series of policy barriers and wider local government legislative factors 
which provide further barriers to achieving community benefit through procurement. 
The most significant legislative barriers are elements of the Local Government Act 
1988 which have not yet been fully repealed in subsequent Acts of Parliament:  

the Local Government Act 1988 Part II•   – Part II of the 1988 Local 
Government Act27 can also be seen to be an ongoing barrier to achieving 
community benefits through procurement. The Act outlaws ‘consideration 
of non-commercial matters in tendering’, meaning that effectively cost is the 
most significant element of procurement decisions. The Act also prohibits 
any ‘consideration of the country or territory of origin or location of service 
providers’. The provisions of Part II were partially repealed in England by the 
Local Government Best Value (Exclusion of Non-commercial Considerations) 
Order 2001, SI 909 of 2001; in Wales by SI 678 of 2002; and in Scotland by s7 of 
the Local Government in Scotland Act 2003. However, most of the provisions 
of Part II remain and in the modern era of local government, these are burden-
some and unnecessary.

There is also an additional national level policy factor which can act as a barrier to 
achieving community benefit in the form of the Value for Money (VfM) agenda:

UK Value for Money (VfM) policy•   – UK procurement policy is driven by the 
concept of Value for Money, that is, the optimum combination of costs and 
quality to meet service users requirements. The difficulty of VfM that causes 
it to act as a potential barrier to community benefits is when it is narrowly 
defined. VfM needs to be far more focused upon the ‘whole life’ costs and qual-
ity of a supply or service rather than just initial costs in the tendering decision.  

Local public sector barriers
The second commonest barrier to achieving community benefits through procure-
ment identified in the survey of procurement officers and service deliverers, was local 
authority culture and perception. This suggests that local political, policy and process 
cultures act as a barrier beyond that of the non-discriminatory legislation of the EC 
Treaty and associated Procurement Directives. Specifically, there is an intrinsic cultural 
and perception barrier at the local level across procurement departments regarding 
exactly what can be achieved through the procurement process:

perceptions as a barrier•   – there is a perception amongst many local 
procurement departments and indeed service delivery departments that EU 
procurement law acts as a significant barrier to achieving community benefits. 
In some cases, there is a perception that ‘local firms cannot supply us with 
products or services because of procurement law’. This is not necessarily the 
case in the actual process of tendering, as we will discuss later in this research;
perception of cost as a barrier•   – another key perception barrier amongst 
procurement officers and service deliverers often identified in literature, is that 
inclusion of community benefits will drive up the cost of procuring goods and 
services to the local authority and therefore should not be done in the face of 
budgetary pressures and efficiency drives. This does not acknowledge whole 
life costs and the efficiency that comes from commissioning local companies, 
employing and training local people, being environmentally sustainable, and 
so forth;
lack of knowledge and training•   – there is a lack of knowledge at the local 
level about how to use procurement to realise the possibilities for community 
benefits. If procurement bodies do not have the knowledge about how to 
achieve community benefits, this subsequently restricts the capability of 
suppliers to have knowledge of and achieve such benefits.
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The survey also raised local, public sector led barriers to achieving community benefit 
through procurement, including: lack of training and awareness of staff; local political 
dynamics and internal communications; and failure to include smart procurement in 
local authority strategies. 

Local supply chain barriers
The notion of delivering community benefits is often dependent upon having small 
businesses and a community and voluntary sector that are willing to be involved in the 
procurement process and have the skills, capacity and expertise to write tenders and 
ultimately deliver contracts. The survey of local authority practitioners revealed that 
two of the commonest and most voracious barriers to achieving community benefit 
through procurement were general difficulties with suppliers and, more pertinently, 
the inability of local suppliers to bid for and deliver contracts. A range of different 
barriers were identified, particularly around ‘supplier difficulties’, including: a lack of 
capacity or resources; insufficient experience or knowledge of opportunities; and 
disincentives in the procurement process such as large contracts and ‘red tapism’(i.e. 
the strict adherence to official formalities): 

inability of small firms to bid for and deliver contracts•   – SMEs, social 
enterprises and wider community and voluntary sector organisations often 
do not have the capacity nor the expertise to compete with larger providers 
in the procurement process. They cannot offer the same economies of scale 
as other providers which push the cost of delivery upwards and the chance 
of securing a contract in Value for Money terms downwards. Additionally, 
SMEs and the third sector often do not have the capacity to fulfil procurement 
requirements or complete the tender process;
the size of contracts•   – contracts above the European procurement law 
threshold are often for multi-million pound services. Again, related to the 
above point, SMEs, social enterprises and wider community and voluntary 
sector organisations cannot compete to tender for and deliver these contracts 
as a result of their sheer scale. This therefore restricts any community benefit 
through the potential use of these providers;
Lack of awareness of opportunities•   – SMEs, social enterprises and voluntary 
and community sector organisations often cite a lack of awareness and poor 
promotion of contract opportunities as a core reason for not competing within 
the procurement process and subsequently winning contracts to deliver 
services. They are often not aware of where to look for tenders advertised 
locally and through OJEU. 

There are factors relating to delivering community benefits through procurement 
for other providers beyond the SME, social enterprise and voluntary and community 
sector, including the private sector. This is most notably around the cost of delivering 
community benefits:

inclusion of community benefit drives up the cost of delivery•   – there is a 
perception amongst larger private sector organisations that delivering com-
munity benefit through procurement adds additional cost to service delivery 
beyond what is required. If authorities build in a requirement for community 
benefit into the specification stage of the procurement process, it potentially 
deters some suppliers from bidding, thus decreasing the competitiveness of 
the tendering process, and reducing the possibility of achieving the Best Value 
for Money in the delivery of services.

Measuring social outcome barriers
The tendering process, unless it specifically requests organisations to demonstrate 
potential social and environmental benefits, often fails to provide bidders with the 
opportunity to demonstrate such potential community benefits. This is often a key 
problem for social enterprises in accessing procurement opportunities as their priority 
is often around demonstrating good social benefit as opposed to demonstrating their 

‘Lack of knowledge 
and understanding 
on how to de-
liver such benefits.’ 
Corporate Procure-
ment Officer – survey 
respondent

‘SMEs and third 
sector organisa-
tions perceive it to 
be complex and 
onerous to satisfy 
public procurement 
processes. Those 
organisations are 
sometimes reluc-
tant to develop the 
knowledge and 
expertise to position 
themselves to com-
pete for public sector 
business.’ Business 
Development Manager, 
Corporate Procurement 
– survey respondent

‘Tender documenta-
tion and Pre Qualifi-
cation Questionnaire 
(PQQ) documents 
are very lengthy for 
small firms. Cli-
ent managers are 
not willing to look 
beyond the contract 
specification and at 
social, economic and 
sustainable environ-
mental factors in the 
more wider sense.’ 
Procurement Manager 
– survey respondent
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cost effectiveness. Social benefits can include employment, skills and training for lo-
cal communities as a result of the procurement spending, together with provision of 
social amenities and the wider involvement and engagement of the local community 
in decision making. There is sometimes a specific barrier around the intangibility of 
social outcomes: 

social outcomes are often intangible•   – the intangible nature of many social 
outcomes makes it difficult to provide for these in community benefit clauses 
as the supplier or procurer may not be able to measure the high level social 
aims of clauses and hence cannot establish whether they have been met or 
to what extent they have been met. This might be a barrier, in that it may 
deter suppliers from bidding for fear of rebuke that they have not achieved 
sufficient levels of benefits. It may make the cost of monitoring the benefits 
yielded very high for both the suppliers and the contracting organisations, 
and yet still fail to yield a true picture of the often intangible benefits and how 
sustainable they have been in the long term. 

Survey results and stages of procurement
At a basic level it would suggest that the main barrier to achieving community benefits 
through procurement is that of EU procurement law. The anti-discriminatory, pro-
competitive and free market principles of the EC Treaty and associated Procurement 
Directives are perceived to be the primary barriers to economic, social and environ-
mental outcomes through the various stages of the process.

However, a qualitatively focused survey of local authority practitioners and an analysis 
of wider literature suggest that this is far from being the only barrier to achieving 
community benefits through the procurement process. There are a string of other and 
potentially more pressing barriers to achieving community benefits through procure-
ment, notably around: the ability of the local supply chain to deliver contracts; the 
procurement culture and process of local government; and the difficulty encountered 
in measuring social outcomes.  

The survey of local authority practitioners and the wider review of policy literature ad-
ditionally sought to derive examples of where community benefits had been achieved 
and the procurement process utilised to enable that benefit. Using the Office of 
Government Commerce (OGC)28 model of procurement as a basis, the survey sought 
to gather in-depth information about the types of process activities that local authori-
ties had undertaken at each stage to enable community benefits and thus overcome 
the identified barriers. 

Stage 1:  Identifying need
Stage 1 is identifying the need which is where procurement bodies consider the 
markets that might provide goods or services and engage with them. The OGC state 
that this is the stage at which, both directly and indirectly, there is the most scope for 
taking community benefits considerations into account.

Engaging local suppliers, particularly SMEs and the third sector, in the identifying 
need stage of procurement is a key community benefit. A number of local authori-
ties have sought to specifically engage local suppliers in the procurement process by 
holding ‘meet the buyer’ events and designing procurement portals on their websites. 
This activity has been undertaken with the purpose of seeking to raise awareness of 
procurement opportunities amongst this sector and encourage them to bid. The most 
common processes utilised by surveyed local authorities to attract this sector were as 
follows:

early engagement events (identified by 63.6% of respondents);•  
developing and advertising through a local procurement portal (identified by •  
45.6% of respondents);
working directly with and developing the skills of local suppliers (identified by •  
33.3% of respondents).

‘Holding Meet the 
Buyer events.’  
Economic Develop-
ment Officer – survey 
respondent

‘Engaging with SMEs 
prior to advertise-
ment.’ Procurement 
Specialist – Sustain-
ability
‘Dividing work into 
smaller lots to as-
sist SMEs.’  Strategic 
Procurement Manager 
– survey respondent

‘Use of community 
benefit clauses re-
lated to key corpo-
rate objectives and 
outcomes in service 
delivery.’ Community 
Benefit Programme 
Manager – survey 
respondent
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Stage 2: Tender specification
Stage 2 is tender specification whereby procurement bodies specify in tender 
documentation what they want a service or contract to deliver. Community benefit 
considerations can be included in specifications where they are directly relevant to the 
subject matter of the contract.

Local authorities responding to the survey stated that they were undertaking a 
number of activities in the tender specification stage of procurement designed to 
enable community benefits. The commonest process utilised during this stage was 
by attaching specific environmental, labour, training, goods and social clauses to the 
tender specification notices for identified contracts. All of the authorities surveyed 
identified utilising clauses of some description in tender specifications to enable com-
munity benefits, with 45% of these identifying that these clauses were in relation to 
the environment. Other process activities included:

a range of activities, including engagement events, capacity building, •  
favourable packaging of contracts, and Simplifying and standardising Pre-
Qualification Questionnaires designed to increase uptake of contracts by local 
SMEs and third sector organisations (identified by 41.2% of respondents);
adaptation of the procurement process, including the incorporation of •  
community benefits into the evaluation criteria (identified by 27.6% of 
respondents).    

Stage 3: Invitation to tender
Stage 3 is invitation to tender whereby suppliers are invited to tender for the selected 
contract or service. Regulations within tender documentation request suppliers to 
provide a range of evidence as to their technical capability in relation to the nature, 
quantity and purpose of the service or contract in question. If the contract requires 
specified social or wider community considerations, suppliers will be asked to demon-
strate their technical expertise with regard to this specific aspect.  

Local authorities were asked to identify any specific process activities they undertook 
at the invitation to tender stage of the procurement process to enable community 
benefits. A number of the process activities undertaken were with regard to the pro-
motion and advertising of opportunities to local suppliers. Process activities were also 
undertaken to interpret procurement law to enable local suppliers to access contract 
opportunities. The most common processes utilised were as follows: 

adapting procurement rules to favour local suppliers, including stipulations •  
for a minimum number of local bidders (identified by 40% of respondents);
using local advertising in addition to OJEU to communicate opportunities to •  
local suppliers (identified by 36% of respondents);
encouraging the uptake of contracts by local suppliers through increasing •  
accessibility to contracts, by simplifying the process and tailoring contracts 
(identified by 36% of respondents).

Stage 4: Tender award
Stage 4 is tender award where procurement bodies award the specified service or 
contract to a supplier. The decision of the award is made on the basis of the supplier 
that offers the most economically advantageous tender (‘MEAT’) under EU legislation 
and the Best Value for Money in UK policy terms, which is defined as ‘the optimum 
combination of whole life costs and quality to meet the authority’s requirements’. 
Value for Money considers a range of criteria laid out in the specification stage by 
the procurement body and often includes considerations such as: price; delivery or 
performance dates; running costs; cost effectiveness; quality and functional character-
istics; and after sales service. Procurement bodies can utilise criteria, including social 
considerations, to determine the most economically advantageous tender where the 
social considerations provide an economic benefit for the contracting authority that is 
linked to the product or service which is the subject matter of the contract. 

Local authorities were asked to identify any specific processes they had implemented 

‘Training and ap-
prenticeships is a 
fairly standard award 
criterion. Recycling 
and whole life costs 
are included in many 
of our award criteria. 
Sustainable sourc-
ing is also stipulated 
in supply contracts 
where appropri-
ate.’ Procurement 
Team Leader – survey 
respondent

‘For construction 2 
local companies are 
specified in a tender 
list of 8.’  Strategic 
Procurement Manager 
– survey respondent

‘We advertise all 
contract opportuni-
ties regardless of size 
on our website and 
advise local suppliers 
on how to use this.’ 
Corporate Procure-
ment Officer – survey 
respondent

‘We commit to the 
Suppliers Charter 
which intends to 
form an agreement 
between public pur-
chasers and the busi-
ness community to 
promote and simplify 
business accessibility.’ 
Procurement Manager – 
survey respondent

‘Social evaluation cri-
teria are used where 
it is deemed relevant 
to the contract (i.e. 
social care or envi-
ronmental in the case 
of reduced emissions 
or fuel consumption 
for vehicles).’  Head of 
Strategic Procurement – 
survey respondent
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to overcome barriers to achieving community benefit in the tender award stage of 
procurement. By far the most common process used was tailoring evaluation criteria 
to assess the extent to which a bidder had made provision for community benefits as 
part of the wider delivery of the contract. 60% of respondents stated that they had 
used evaluation criteria, including delivery of community benefits, with the majority of 
these being in relation to environmental benefits. 12% of respondents stated that they 
had devised evaluation criteria that included consideration of favouring local, small 
and/or third sector organisations. 

Stage 5: Contract delivery and clauses
Stage 5 is contract delivery whereby procurement bodies monitor the performance of 
the chosen supplier or contractor. If a procurement body has specified in specifications 
and award parts of the procurement process that special conditions such as social 
clauses will be monitored, procurement bodies can lay these down as conditions of 
contract on the proviso that they are compatible with European law and directly re-
lated to the performance of the contract in question. Procurement bodies have a wide 
range of possibilities as to the types of community benefit clauses they can utilise as 
part of the contract performance stage of procurement.   

Local authorities were asked to provide examples of processes they were using to 
ensure that community benefits were being achieved in contract delivery. Where 
a local authority commits to community benefits in the tendering stage, there will 
be little gained if the achievement of this benefit is not monitored during contract 
delivery. Processes utilised to ensure achievement of community benefits were largely 
around implementation of clauses (identified by 35% of respondents) and improving 
internal management of the contract delivery process, including through monitoring 
and reviewing this process (identified by 35% of respondents).

The survey of local authority practitioners sought to identify the core barriers facing 
practitioners when it comes to deriving community benefits through procurement 
and subsequently, how they are generically overcoming those barriers. Building 
upon this, we now move on to provide guidance regarding how local authorities 
can deliver more effective and more sustainable procurement practices that take 
community benefits into consideration. Also, the following section outlines the key 
lessons learnt case studies across the UK. 

‘We always offer 
feedback.’  Strategic 
Procurement Manager – 
survey respondent

‘Evaluation of com-
munity benefit 
clauses related to key 
corporate objec-
tives and outcomes 
in service delivery.’ 
Assistant Director of 
Procurement – survey 
respondent

‘Monitoring improve-
ments in outcomes 
relating to commu-
nity benefit clauses 
as part of contract 
management ar-
rangements.’ Assistant 
Director of Procure-
ment – survey respond-
ent

‘Through award 
criteria. We recently 
tendered for catering 
services which has a 
social benefit clause 
to offer training 
and employ young 
people with learning 
disabilities.’ Service 
Manager, Procurement 
– survey respondent

‘Proactive con-
tract management 
workplans centred 
on reducing carbon 
emissions.’ Head of 
Area Procurement Serv-
ice – survey respondent
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Section three: Beating the barriers 
and achieving community benefits 

This research report thus far has provided an overview and critique of EU legislation 
and UK Government policy with regard to procurement and an identification of the 
common legislative and decision making barriers to achieving community benefits 
through the procurement process. 

There are a significant number of examples cited in literature from the Office of 
Government Commerce and others, of where local authorities across England, 
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland have used the procurement process to overcome 
these barriers and derive benefits in economic, social and environmental terms for 
their community.  These types of examples of community benefits provide a useful 
evidence base to demonstrate that community benefits can and are being achieved 
through procurement. There is however, a need to build up the evidence base of how 
local authorities are achieving community benefits through procurement.  It is this 
‘how’ process which this report now moves on to consider. 

Guidance for achieving community benefits during the 
stages of procurement
The following section couples the survey analysis with analysis of wider literature 
around the processes used to achieve community benefits, aiming to provide authori-
ties with guidance about the types of considerations they should have with regard 
to community benefits and the procurement process. Where applicable, we have 
provided a short case study of where a local authority from across the UK has utilised 
the process and successfully achieved community benefits. 

We have identified four areas where careful consideration and action needs taking 
to ensure maximum economic, social and environmental benefits are yielded from 
contracts, which are: 

the pre-tendering stage – rationale, specification and preparation;•  
the procurement process – advertising, inviting, selecting and afterwards;•  
the mechanisms of community benefit clauses;•  
increasing the uptake of public contracts by local suppliers – supporting •  
local businesses and third sector organisations to successfully bid for public 
contracts.

Stage one: The pre-tendering stage
The pre-tendering stage is crucial  to achieving community benefits through procure-
ment for two reasons. Firstly, this is where the decision to procure from the private or 
third sectors is made and has to be justified with a sound business case. Secondly, the 
pre-tendering stage is the most opportune stage of the  process for local authorities to 
consider community benefits and secure these in the business case and specification 
of the contract. As the pre-tendering stage is far less regulated than later stages by 
European law and UK policy, there is potentially more scope for building community 
benefits into the rationale for procurement and delivery, as well as using this to inform 
how the procurement process proceeds from here and how local suppliers can be 
aided in tendering for these contracts. 

There are a number of activities which authorities should consider undertaking at this 
stage to embed community benefit considerations into pre-tendering:

• make organisational and strategic provisions for community benefits
 A  commitment to using procurement to yield community benefits is needed from 
all local authority senior management staff, together with interest and enthusiasm for 
smart procurement throughout local public sector organisations and their partners, 
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contractors and local businesses. One way of doing this is to ensure that local authori-
ties have in place a Corporate Procurement Strategy that reflects this commitment 
and sets out a way forward for getting the most local benefit from contracting. Further 
ways to ensure this include better training and capacity building for procurement and 
service delivery staff.

Local political cultures and elected members are also crucial to making organisational 
and strategic provisions for community benefits. Elected members should be strongly 
involved in developing the ethos of local procurement practice, in supporting the 
development of Corporate Procurement Strategies and in scrutinising their applica-
tion and progress. This political involvement should not only be restricted to elected 
members with responsibility for procurement but offered to those responsible for 
key frontline service areas. It is important to remember that procurement is not just a 
technical process, but one which is related to a variety of policy agendas particularly 
and increasingly in relation to the economy and environment;

• consider community benefits in the rationale and business case for procuring 
services
 Ensure that they are built into the rationale and business case for procuring services 
in the first place. The first consideration is whether the service or supply actually needs 
to be outsourced or whether it can actually be delivered in-house. Obviously in-house 
service provision means that local authorities can utilise the maximum flexibility to 
deliver the community benefits they want without recourse to a formal procurement 
exercise;

• provide simplified yet robust tender specification
To reduce the administrative burden on SMEs and the third sector, local authorities 
should use an easily understandable Pre-Qualification Questionnaire (PQQ) when run-
ning a competitive procurement process for below threshold OJEU requirements. This 
PQQ would ask straightforward questions to establish suppliers’ suitability to tender 
and operates on a ‘self-certification’ premise where suppliers confirm that they can pro-
vide information to validate their responses at a later stage (i.e. tender) if requested;

• undertake activities that enable you to understand the local supplier market
Local authorities should  look to engage with potential suppliers early on in the pre-
tendering stage to gauge what services/supplies are out there and what the scope 
is for incorporating community benefits through the use of local suppliers. This will 
both stimulate innovative thinking based on a good understanding of the market, and 
also avoid local authorities making stipulations that cannot be met and do not attract 
interest. This could be undertaken through supply chain analysis or mapping current 
spending in the locality and with specific organisations. A further way of simplifying 

West Sussex worked with the Chartered Institute of 
Purchase and Supply (CIPS) to develop an accredited cor-
porate training programme for procurement professionals 

within the County Council. This is recognised by CIPS as a 
foundation level course and counts towards further qualifi-
cations undertaken with them. 

West Sussex County Council29

South Gloucestershire Council has undertaken a procure-
ment exercise designed to restructure how the author-
ity engages with its supply chain and how it tenders for 
contracts. South Gloucestershire is ultimately seeking to 
develop a managed supply chain in which the in-house 
team features heavily. The procurement exercise under-

took soft market testing and designed new frameworks 
and lots. The soft market testing exercise enabled South 
Gloucestershire to design and consult upon a preferred 
model of procurement. The designing of frameworks 
enabled South Gloucestershire to effectively consider cost, 
quality and community benefits in tender criteria. 

South Gloucestershire Council
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Staffordshire County Council has made a raft of changes 
to how they undertake the process of procurement. 
Given the size of the authority and expenditure upon 
procurement there were inevitably tense supplier-council 
relations. The authority introduced a range of ‘smart’ meas-
ures designed to restructure the process of procurement. 
‘Smart’ measures included: development of a tender toolkit 

for local suppliers; standardised PQQs; an online guidance 
tool; developing pre-tender workshops; and lengthening 
and unbundling contracts to support smaller suppliers. 
The results of the change in the procurement process have 
been promising: a total of 36% of procurement spend is 
now within the local area; 59% goes to SMEs; and 21% goes 
to companies started since 2004. 

Staffordshire County Council

the tender specification process and ensuring better relationships between contractor 
and potential supplier is through ‘meet the buyer’ events;

• ensure efficiency of preparation
Whilst it is important to consider local suppliers, SMEs and the third sector in pre-
tendering and preparing the business case, this consideration should not come at the 
expense of  the other income streams of these organisations. When selecting suppli-
ers, it is important to ensure that they are financially sound and capable of delivering 
the contract . This may not necessarily mean the largest or most experienced suppliers 
are the best for the job. The local authority needs to carefully consider the optimum 
number of suppliers to invite to tender, balancing a good range of suppliers and  com-
petition with a fair chance of success and mitigating time-wasting.

Also, authorities need to take into account before the procurement process begins, 
the nature, size and risks of specific procurement contracts, as well as any risks associ-
ated with individual suppliers (e.g. health and safety records are a particular issue in 
construction, but may be of lesser concern in consultancy services). Local authorities 
should be asking themselves questionsto ensure efficiency of preparation for tender-
ing. For instance, does it matter:

 if the estimated value of the procurement is more than x% of turnover if the •  
company is growing rapidly?;
 that it is a very young company if it has the right products and there is a •  
limited need for ongoing support or services?;
if it is a small company, if it has sufficient skilled staff to meet your require-•  
ments without becoming overstretched?;
 if the company’s experience is all in the private rather than public sector?•  

Stage two: The procurement stage
Whilst community benefits can be written into procurement contracts , the process of 
procurement also needs  consideration by local authorities. Ensuring that suppliers are 
aware of the available opportunities through advertising and invitation is important 
for enabling the best organisations for the job to be found. Also, the way that local 
authorities select contractors and manage them thereafter can play a positive role in 
delivering benefits to the local economy and communities. 

There a number of issues local authorities can consider in the procurement stage to 
enable community benefits to be achieved:

• think smartly about where and how you advertise contract opportunities
Effective advertising of sub-OJEU threshold contracts presents opportunity for 
community benefits through attracting the attention of local, SME and third sector 
organisations who may wish to subsequently bid. Opportunities should be advertised 
widely in the relevant trade and local press, and also national portals such as the 
national opportunities portal, found at http://www.supply2.gov.uk/. Organisations 
such as Business Link and Euro Info Centres (EICs) can also be used in publicising 
requirements and identifying local suppliers. Local authorities should also utilise their 
own websites and procurement portals to publicise contracts, again enabling local 
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firms with specific awareness of local opportunities to provide supplies and deliver 
services. Where contracts are above the OJEU threshold, the contracting authority 
should ensure advertisements in the OJEU are clear, concise, avoid jargon and give a 
full description of the goods or services being sought.

Sub-contracting is a key way in which smaller companies can access public sector 
procurement opportunities. Local authorities can be smart in enabling these types of 
community benefits through smart advertising. Publishing the names of companies 
acting as prime contractors in a procurement contract, and details of both awarded and 
upcoming contracts, can also aid potential sub-contractors by improving the visibility 
of sub-contracting opportunities and break down perceptions on who can bid. Where 
opportunities are advertised on local authority’s websites, they should additionally be 
linked to further information and advice to encourage local suppliers to bid and help 
them to improve their chances through local capacity building and support. This does 
not mean disaggregating contracts to make them below OJEU threshold but simply 
making suppliers better aware of service delivery opportunities at the local level;

• keep the invitation to tender  simple
One of the  complaints of small organisations when seeking to tender for local author-
ity contracts is that tender and supplier lists are often closed and they do not know 
how to become a registered supplier. Local authorities should look to keep supplier 
lists both open and up-to-date to ensure that invited suppliers are still trading, and any 
appropriate new companies are at least aware of contracts in their field. 

Local authorities should also be open about the rationale behind who to invite to tender, 
should this be questioned by anyone. As a limited number of invitations may be made, 
trading off adequate competition with officers’ time and effort to read and evaluate 
tenders, and then interview prospective suppliers, it is particularly important to make 
sure the right companies are invited to tender and the acceptance rate is high.

Local authorities may wish to invite proposals for delivering community benefits from 
bidders as an optional extra to the main tender. This would give SMEs and community 
organisations an advantage as they have the intrinsic expertise to deliver community 
projects. However, these would have to be relevant to the contract and be incorpo-
rated into the VfM analysis when awarding the contract (rather than companies being 
awarded the contract solely on the merit of the benefit proposals and not the main 
goods or services being procured);

• ensure equality in the invitation to tender process
 There is a statutory duty to have regard to contemporary equalities legislation such as 
the Race Relations Act (2001)32, the Disability Equality Act (2005)33, and the Equalities 
Act (2006)34. This UK equalities legislation is supplemented by two EU directives of: 
‘make discrimination on the grounds of religion or belief, disability, age or sexual 
orientation in employment or training unlawful’; and ‘make racial discrimination in the 
areas of employment, training, education, access to social security and health care, 

Led by Leeds City Council, 22 Yorkshire and Humber 
authorities are part of a vehicle for delivering the National 
Procurement Strategy vision – the Yorkshire and Humber 
Supplier and Contract Management System. This has been 
funded by the Yorkshire and Humber Regional Centre of 
Excellence (now the Regional Improvement and Efficiency 
Partnership), and includes exploration of regional e-pro-
curement solutions to support regional collaboration and 
shared ‘back office’ working (e.g. a single supplier support 
desk and management lists). 

Participants in the SCMS have embraced joint contracting 
arrangements, and this has also provided additional ben-
efits, including increased levels of information gathering 
about suppliers and, flowing the other way, increased ease 
of dissemination about contracting opportunities from 
local authorities to suppliers. The approach of the Yorkshire 
and Humber SCMS is very much focused on development 
of a mixed economy of service provision that includes SMEs, 
social enterprises, community and voluntary organisations 
and faith based organisations.

Yorkshire and Humber Supplier and Contract Management System (SCMS)30
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In tendering for a large contract to market and distribute 
a business information programme, the Government’s 
SBS took the risk of selecting a supplier who had been in 
business for less than a year and had a limited track record, 
despite receiving a total of six tenders. This was because the 

selected company offered superior quality and expertise 
even though they were new. Accepting this risk paid off 
as the outcomes of the contract exceeded expectations; 
use of the information programme rose to 30,000 views per 
year – smashing the target of 9,000.

Small Business Service31

Six Councils in the West Midlands (Birmingham, Coventry, 
Redditch, Sandwell, Walsall and Wolverhampton) set up a 
forum to assess suppliers’ adherence to the Race Relations 
Act 2001, using a common standard and assessment criteria. 
This saved time and resources as the standard criteria can 

be incorporated into contracts and monitored by councils 
once awarded to ensure these conditions are being met. 
This is also more efficient because once suppliers have 
proven they meet the race equality standard they are then 
exempt from further checks for the next three years. 

The West Midlands Forum35

social advantages and access to goods and services unlawful’. Local authorities should 
ensure that all procurement decisions pay due regard to equalities legislation and also 
specific elements that enable community benefits to be achieved (e.g. contracts can 
legally be reserved and given to ‘sheltered workshops’; enterprises where at least 50% 
of employees are disabled). This may improve the opportunities for social enterprises 
and charities to take up contracts, while providing valuable experience of work for 
people with physical and mental disabilities;

• enable innovative procurement practices and bidding
Local authorities should be innovative and creative in their procurement practices 
particularly when it comes to the consideration of costs. There should be a focus upon 
whole life  value rather than initial price and could see socially and environmentally 
beneficial solutions having lower costs in the long run and therefore being favour-
able.

One of the commonest complaints of SMEs when it comes to procurement is that they 
do not have the capacity to deliver contracts nor do they meet the turnover threshold 
required to submit for a contract. Local authorities should be innovative and crea-
tive and thus be open to consortia bids from SMEs as this is one way in which small 
businesses can tackle large procurements, providing increased capacity and different 
specialisations and sources of expertise. Where appropriate, local authorities may also 
wish to ask their main suppliers to demonstrate their track record in achieving Value for 
Money through the effective use of their supply chain (including how SMEs can gain 
access to their sub-contracting opportunities) and meeting any community clauses in 
contracts they have taken up in the past;

• be proactive in the management of the delivery of contracts and contractors 
This is particularly important where community benefits have been agreed around 
sub-contracting to SMEs and third sector organisations. Local authorities should en-
sure that prime suppliers pay their sub-contractors on time and that payments flow 
down the supply chain. This will help the cash flow of smaller companies and prevent 

The framework agreement developed by OGC Buying 
Solutions and the NHS Purchasing and Supply Agency, 
to procure multi-functional devices, included calculation 
of whole life costs to inform their selection decisions. This 
analysis showed that cheaper models had higher whole 

life costs and thus it was more economical to choose more 
expensive yet better quality models. The framework also 
included caveats to promote environmental sustainability, 
requiring suppliers to improve their environmental per-
formance and act energy and paper efficiently.

OGC and NHS PASA36
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problems with paying employees. Local authorities may also wish to encourage prime 
suppliers to adopt supply chain management practices that integrate, incentivise and 
reward good performance throughout the supply chain.

Working with suppliers after the contract has come to an end, on a voluntary basis if 
necessary, may enable further control and monitoring of the social impact on the local 
community after a contract has been delivered. This will benefit authorities’ under-
standing of the social impacts of community benefit clauses in procurement, and also 
the suppliers themselves will have increased capacity afterwards and expertise drawn 
from this experience.

Stage three: The mechanisms of community benefit clauses
It is important to pay close attention to the potential benefits not only from the way that 
procurement is done (i.e. the process), but also the content of the contracts themselves. 
Community benefit clauses, while being subject to stipulations in both EU law and UK 
policy, can make it possible to ensure benefits are achieved regardless of the process 
undertaken or whether or not local suppliers are commissioned. Community benefit 
clauses, while being largely absent from public sector contracts not least because of 
officers’ perceptions and attitudes towards risk-taking, come in many forms and offer 
positive outcomes for the local economy, people and environment. There are however 
a number of  community benefits that can be negotiated against specific contracts. 
These largely relate to social and economic clauses and environmental clauses.

Consider social and economic clauses
There is a range of socially and economically focused community benefit clauses 
which local authorities can utilise through procurement within the limits of European 
Procurement Directives and UK policy. These include the following:

the most significant social and economic clauses would be to stipulate that •  
a given number of jobs and training opportunities must be provided by 
the contractors when supplying goods or services. Authorities may wish to 
stipulate further the types (calibre) of jobs to be created, the minimum time 
they must be retained for, and the nature/length of training opportunities (e.g. 
full apprenticeships rather than the minimum training required to do the job). 
It is important to recognise however that clauses specifying that employment 
and training must go to ‘local’ people cannot be contained within contracts.

It is also important to ensure that procurement decisions with regard to com-•  
munity benefit clauses are strongly linked to planning policy and particularly 
with regard to Section 106 Agreements, where labour clauses need to be built 
into new construction developments

Glasgow is experiencing significant investment into physi-
cal regeneration to the sum of £4 billion. The City Council 
is keen to ensure that this investment is twinned with op-
portunities for local people in the labour market. They have 
therefore introduced a targeted approach to contracting 

to ensure maximum local economic and social benefit. 
They are therefore: including community benefits in evalu-
ation criteria; using clauses in relation to employment and 
training; and using key performance indicators to ensure 
community benefits are being delivered. 

Glasgow City Council

The City and County of Swansea have sought to effectively 
link the process of procurement to economic development 
and regeneration, particularly the Swansea 2020 Economic 
Regeneration Strategy. The strategy has a key commit-
ment to tackling low levels of income and employment 
and sees the use of training and employment clauses and 

the development of SMEs through procurement as key 
mechanisms in achieving this. Swansea are using a range 
of environmental, employment, training and skills clauses 
to enable maximum local benefit from regeneration and 
local economic development investment. 

City and County of Swansea
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In the West Quay retail development scheme (1995) worth 
over £5 million, Southampton City Council stipulated in the 
contract that the developer has to pay them £350,000 for 
the provision of vocational training facilities, equivalent to 
£3.62 per m2. The rationale behind this clause was to en-
able local people to take up the many retail jobs created 
by the development; target this uptake at an inner city 
regeneration area with very high unemployment and 
ethnic minority population; reduce commuting and traffic 

pollution into the area; and overcome previous failures to 
get local people into new employment opportunities that 
open up as a result of local development. 

The result of this training provision was that 70% of the jobs 
created were taken up by people who had previously been 
unemployed. 11% of the recruits were from ethnic minority 
backgrounds, who make up only 5% of the City’s popula-
tion and suffer disproportionately from social exclusion.

Southampton City Council38

Nottingham developed a code of practice for 
construction workers that promotes good practice and 
addresses workforce issues. This includes implementation 
by employers of an equal opportunities policy; 
advertisement of job vacancies to local people, with 

a clear recruitment process; in-employment training, 
particularly of those on government-funded social 
exclusion programmes; and inclusion of local sub-
contractors on main contractors’ approved lists, together 
with a fair opportunity for them to tender. 

Nottingham City Council39

where a local authority has social obligations, such as an adherence to •  
equality and diversity laws, it can legitimately pass these onto the contractor 
as part of the procurement process. Contracting authorities need to be aware 
of this and be able to exploit it where necessary. Contracting authorities may 
also wish to stipulate that suppliers must engage with neighbourhoods to 
ensure their needs are met. Where a specific skill might be deemed necessary, 
such as language skills and proficiency at English, these can be stipulated in 
the contract if an argument can be made that the skills are vital to enable the 
contractor to best serve the community;

Consider environmental clauses
There are a range of environmental community benefit clauses which local authorities 
can utilise through procurement within the limits of EU Procurement Directives and 
UK policy. These include the following:

local authorities can use  clauses in tendering and contracting related to •  
being environmentally efficient and effective. These include stipulating that 
suppliers must use: green energy; recycled materials in construction projects; 
and local or ethical products. Environmentally focused community benefit 
clauses can also ban the use of environmentally damaging or unethical 
products and processes. Similarly, local authorities may wish to include the 
cost of carbon emissions when carrying out cost-benefit analyses. There are 
increasingly litigations in European law where community benefits around the 
environment are concerned;

The London Borough of Greenwich has successfully 
incorporated local employment and training benefits into 
the majority of their development schemes through good 
joined up working between the Council’s economic devel-
opment and planning teams. Provision is made within the 
local plan to encourage developments that provide jobs 
that are suitable for local skills and offer opportunity to the 
disadvantaged groups; that encourage the expansion of 
training; and that increase the extent to which develop-
ments bring benefits to local communities. 

As such, Greenwich Council requires prospective developers 
to abide by these provisions and endorse the activities of 
Greenwich Local Labour and Business (GLLaB). GLLaB is a 
Council-run agency that provides training and business sup-
port to the local community, offering supply-side activity that 
makes it possible for developers to translate local development 
schemes into benefits for local people. Developers are required 
to give notice to GLLaB of arising employment and training op-
portunities, provide monthly monitoring information, and pay a 
training sum to the Council. 

LB Greenwich Council37
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Local authorities and government departments, as identified in the example •  
below, can also consider the environment in their own purchasing decisions 
(e.g. they may wish to get IT and electronic equipment without standby 
buttons, or printers that require personal pin codes before printing out jobs, 
thus ensuring print-outs are collected). Where applicable, taking a risk-based 
approach can enable prioritisation of actions through arguing that risks to 
the environment are just as important as other risks such as reputation and 
security of supply.

Public contracts should include environmental and sustainability considerations. The 
scale of the number of environmentally focused community benefit clauses negotiated 
suggests that it is easier to include environmental clauses than social clauses as these 
are more easily measurable and have tangible outcomes. Therefore combining the 
two (environmental and social) may be a good idea, or using environmental clauses 
intelligently to achieve positive social outcomes too. 

Stage four: Increasing the uptake of public contracts by local 
suppliers
Smart procurement is not just about the process of procurement itself or the clauses 
contained within the contracts used. Indirect – but equally as important – benefits can 

A packaging reduction initiative in the computer software 
supply chain led to CDs no longer being shipped in cases 
but in paper and envelopes instead. This resulted in an 80% 

reduction in packaging weight, saving the suppliers money 
on postage and packaging costs and reducing the amount 
of material ultimately sent to landfill sites. 

NHS Purchasing and Supply Agency (PASA)44

Newham developed an entirely paperless, electronic rela-
tionship with one of their leading suppliers. This reduced 
the absolute number of orders placed while increasing 
their total value from £250,000 to £280,000 per annum, 

and reduced the error rate of over 10% to less than 1%. 
The amount of paper used by the authority was one sheet 
per transaction, as opposed to eight previously, and total 
transaction costs were greatly minimised. 

LB Newham Council43

Collaborative procurement for the supply of recycled 
paper by the DfT has saved 11,500 tonnes of paper since 
2000 that would have otherwise gone to landfill. Used for 

printing their publications and campaign material, the shift 
to recycled paper also led to savings being made on paper 
of 16%, in addition to the environmental benefits.

Department for Transport42

Upon the launch of the Department for Social 
Development’s Fuel Poverty Strategy in May 2004, 31% of 
homes in Antrim were living in fuel poverty. A multi-action 
group developed in the authority sought to clarify who 
was experiencing fuel poverty and to bring some clarity 
to the term. Antrim Council, working in partnership with 
health professionals, used a Home Energy Officer to sup-
port local residents to bid for government grants to make 

their homes more fuel efficient. Antrim Council worked 
with community leaders to gain access to communities 
to have discussions around income and poverty. Antrim 
Council has been proactive in supporting local economic 
and environmental change in supporting resident bids for 
grants and challenging the decision making of the wider 
scheme and Fuel Poverty Strategy.

Antrim Borough Council40

Lewisham Council specified within the contract to supply 
80,000 boxes for household recycling, for the materials 
used to be recycled themselves. This was positive for the 

environment and also helped to develop the market for 
recycled plastic. 

LB Lewisham Council41
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As part of Haringey’s supplier adoption strategy, their ‘Local 
Works’ project aims to assist local SMEs to become fit to 
compete for public contracts by breaking down the barri-
ers to tendering and demystifying the tendering process. 

Similarly ‘Trade Local’ in Haringey offers information about 
procurement opportunities, together with training and 
mentoring opportunities to local SMEs. 

LB Haringey Council45 

be yielded from working with local business and third sector organisations to encour-
age them to bid for public contracts and improve their chances of success in securing 
these. This can be conceptualised as the ‘other side’ of procurement – not only making 
the goods or services beneficial to local people and the environment, but increasing 
the amount of public money spent ‘locally’. This will strengthen the local economy and 
provide more employment, training and prosperity for local workers and employers.  
APSE and CLES have further developed the LM3 model to assess the economic foot-
print of public services. The model provides key indications of the strengths of local 
supply and employee chains.

Supporting the local commercial and social economy to take up contracts is particularly 
important considering the rarity of using specific employment and training related 
clauses in contracts, as identified in the survey and is vital for maximising community 
benefits from procurement. While it is against both the EC Treaty and Procurement 
Directives and UK policy to preference suppliers simply because they are local, there 
are many measures that local authorities can take to increase the ability, capacity and 
propensity of local suppliers to bid for public contracts. These measures are outlined 
below:

• build SME and third sector capacity 
Local authorities should build on their existing business support programmes to 
provide advice, training and support to local suppliers to increase their ability to suc-
cessfully bid for public contracts. This might include advice on completion of tenders, 
loans to enable capacity to be increased, or information dissemination about the 
nature of the opportunities available and breaking down perceptions about taking on 
certain types of contracts. This process of capacity building is particularly important 
for voluntary and community sector organisations and social enterprise. There has 
been a drive by central government in recent years to move the third sector away from 
being a recipient of grants and more towards being a deliverer of contracts. This switch 
must be met however with procurement support which to date has not always been 
the case;

• develop relationships with potential suppliers 
Prior to beginning the procurement process there are a number of activities local 
authorities can undertake to engage with and develop relationships with local suppli-
ers. Local authorities may wish to hold ‘Meet the Buyer’ events, where local suppliers, 
council officers and partners are able to come together to discuss forthcoming procure-
ment opportunities. This will improve relationships between suppliers and authorities, 
enabling them to gauge supply and demand and potentially adjust contracts accord-
ingly. These meetings are important for local authorities as well as they enable them to 
understand the size, capacity and expertise of suppliers in the local area, and therefore 
who is capable of bidding for different contracts. Open supplier meetings also provide 
a forum for potential prime contractors and sub-contractors to get together, as well 
as find out more about the project. This could be a good way to improve relationships 
and discuss the possibilities of different contracting arrangements and partnerships 
when delivering contracts;

• ensure cost-effectiveness in the tendering process
The tendering process should be a simple one and something that should not cost too 
much for potential suppliers. Participation costs that come from putting in a tender 
should always be kept to a minimum particularly to encourage small businesses with 
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limited capacity to bid for contracts, and to reduce their losses if they are unsuccessful. 
The procurement process should therefore be appropriate to the size and complexity 
of the contract .

Where contracts have a low value, a Pre-Qualification Questionnaire (PQQ) may be 
used prior to submission of tenders. This would prevent any unsuitable candidates 
from going to the effort of bidding, costing them time and capacity, and ending in 
disappointment and a possible unwillingness to bid in the future. Local authorities 
should consider that companies new to public sector contracts may need longer to 
respond to requests for information than more experienced organisations. Authorities 
should take this into account in planning and be prepared for more requests for clari-
fication.

Where social, economic and environmental outcomes are being sought through the 
tendering process, the documentation should outline the types of outcomes being 
sought and the reasoning behind selecting those outcomes thus allowing freedom for 
different approaches to be put forward by different suppliers;

• make sure all contracts are attractive to all bidders 
There are a number of activities local authorities can undertake to ensure that the 
process around procurement makes it attractive to all organisations wishing to bid 
for a contract. Local authorities should set a realistic timetable for the procurement 
process and delivery of the contract. They should ensure this is clearly communicated 
to suppliers and keep them informed of any changes. This allows them to assess their 
involvement and the cost of bidding. 

It should be clear from the outset what the supplier has to do in responding to the 
requirement, such as the types of information required in a PQQ. To increase their op-
portunity for success, potential suppliers should also be made aware of the evaluation 
criteria and the relative importance (weight) of these. This will enable them to focus on 
the most important aspects to the contracting authorities and also where community 
benefits are being sought, detailing their suitability. 

As stated earlier, the advertising practices of local authorities, particularly with regard 
to sub-OJEU threshold contracts, is crucial to ensuring contract opportunities are 
attractive to local SMEs and third sector organisation to bid for. Contracts and procure-
ment opportunities should be well-advertised to SMEs and third sector organisations 
as they may not have the capacity to spend a long time looking for contracts and have 
the knowledge about finding these;

• think about framework contracts and separate lots
One of the core criticisms often cited by small local SMEs and third sector organisa-
tions of the procurement process is that they do not have the capacity to deliver 
against the size of the contracts required by the local authority. However, they may be 

Five London boroughs (Newham, Barnet, Lewisham, 
Redbridge and Tower Hamlets) and the GLA worked 
together to create the London Marketplace in 2002. Using 
technology provided by private sector partners, these 
authorities developed a traditional e-procurement system 

and encouraged more innovative solutions to staffing, in-
voicing, purchasing and auctioning activities. This collabo-
ration and development of new solutions led to savings of 
40%-75% on the cost of items purchased, and 40%-80% on 
the time taken to process orders and make payments.

The London Marketplace47

Wakefield Council developed a comprehensive supplier 
engagement programme to engage with local SMEs and 
voluntary and community organisations. This included 
holding a series of events to engage businesses, identify 
barriers and increase participation in bidding for public 
contracts, and working with a range of agencies to deliver 
the programme (e.g. Business Link, the Federation of Small 

Businesses and the Social Enterprise Support Centre). ‘Meet 
the Buyer’ events attracted hundreds of businesses (750 to 
the 2006 event), where suppliers could explore potential 
business opportunities with council staff and sign up to 
the regional Supplier and Contract Management System 
(Yorkshire and Humber). 

Wakefield Council46
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When the contract for food supply worth £3 million came 
up for renewal in 2004, Northumberland Council took sev-
eral measures to ensure community benefits were yielded 
from the procurement. Firstly, they actively generated mar-
ket interest to broaden the supplier base to small and local 

suppliers, and secondly, they split the contract into seven 
lots and allowed bidders to tender for any combination of 
these, over any geographical area. As a result, four of the 
seven lots were taken up by local SMEs, who were able to 
supply fresher, local produce. 

Northumberland County Council48

The DWP unbundled their stationery and computer con-
sumables contract into four lots and tendered for these 
separately to encourage SMEs to bid. This was successful as 

more SMEs took up contracts, and offered the DWP better 
Value for Money from specialist local suppliers. 

Department for Work and Pensions49

specialists in delivering part of the contract and therefore would be able to contribute 
greatly to achieving the overall outcomes. Local authorities should therefore consider 
developing framework contracts and subsequent smaller lots to enable smaller or-
ganisations to bid. This would increase the uptake of contracts by small and specialist 
private and third sector organisations, achieving the most amount of benefit to the 
local economy;

• ensure SMEs and third sector organisations are provided with feedback 
For small organisations an important element of the procurement process is in 
understanding why they have been unsuccessful in securing a contract. As it is a 
requirement under the EC Treaty and Procurement Directives to provide feedback, local 
authorities must pay attention to providing adequate feedback that will be helpful 
to suppliers in the future. This should always be given if requested, even for contracts 
below the EU threshold. Local authorities should bear in mind that SMEs unfamiliar 
with the public sector may not know they are entitled to feedback so it is a good idea 
to let them know it is available as part of the tendering process. 
Feedback should be as helpful as possible, though without giving any details of com-
peting bids, as this will help the suppliers in future bids and instill confidence that the 
selection process was fair and criteria was adhered to, thus increasing suppliers’ likeli-
hood to tender for future contracts. Poor quality or non-existent feedback can reinforce 
a misconception common amongst suppliers that the public sector selects its suppliers 
on the basis of lowest cost, and not necessarily Value for Money considerations;

• ensure flexibility in payments
Many smaller companies have to be careful when managing their cashflow. Contracting 
authorities therefore need to consider whether staged or interim payments are ap-
propriate and be flexible in their negotiations to meet supplier needs. This flexibility 
over payment should form part of the tendering process to ensure that contracts are 
appealing to small organisations. 

The public sector is obliged to pay suppliers within 30 days of receiving a valid invoice. 
This has however been reduced to 10 days by central government departments and 
many local authorities in light of the recession, thus enabling many small businesses 
to remain solvent in difficult times. Local authorities should consider whether advance 
payments could be used. There are some circumstances when these can be offered to 
voluntary and community organisations to make their cashflow viable under strain.

Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council has undertaken a 
range of procurement activities designed to enable local 
businesses and the local economy to take advantage of 
the regeneration investment being implemented in the 
authority. They have made a concerted effort to involve lo-

cal businesses in delivering projects such as a new college. 
Specific local supply chain development activities include: 
an online trading network; networking events for local 
suppliers; local labour clauses; and development of a Best 
Value calculator for making tendering decisions. 

Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council 
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Section four: Success factors in 
achieving community benefits

Section two of this research paper outlined the considerable barriers that local au-
thorities face when it comes to achieving community benefits through public procure-
ment and section three discussed possible ways to address obstacles.  Section three 
examined ways of addressing these obstacles.  This section looks at ways of working 
pro-actively to achieve community benefits through sustainable procurement. 

A pro-active approach
There are a range of opportunities at each of the stages of the procurement cycle, 
from pre-tendering right through to contract delivery, for local authorities to consider 
tailoring processes in order to facilitate community benefits. A significant element of 
enabling community benefits is through smarter working with the local supply chain. 
Better engagement with SMEs and third sector organisations, better advertising of 
sub-OJEU threshold contract opportunities, and the unbundling of contracts can all 
be viewed as quantifiable and qualifiable measures to yield benefits from the proc-
ess of procurement in social, economic and environmental terms. Figure 2 provides 
a schematic summary of the guidance provided by this report, for local authorities to 
consider when seeking to achieve community benefits through procurement.

Pre-tendering
Make organisational and strategic provisions• 

Consider community benefits in rationale • 
and business case

Provide simplified tender specification• 

Ensure efficiency of specification• 

Community benefit clauses
Consider social and economic clauses• 

Consider environmental clauses• 

Procurement stage
Think smartly about where and how you adver-• 
tise contract opportunities

Keep the invite to tender process simple• 

Ensure equality in the invite to tender process• 

Enabe inovative procurement practices and • 
bidding

Be proactive in the management of the delivery • 
of contracts and contractors

Increasing the uptake of public 
contracts by local suppliers

Build SME and third-sector capacity• 

Develop relationships with potential suppliers• 

Ensure simplicity in the tendering process• 

Make sure all contracts are attractive to all • 
bidders

Think about unbundling contracts• 

Ensure that SMEs and third-sector oganisations • 
are provided with feedback

Ensure flexibility in payments• 

What does my 
authority have to do 
to achieve community 
benefits?

Fig 2: What does my authority have to do to achieve community 
benefits?
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Analysis of best practice case studies
During the research for this guide, we examined best practice in detail in five case 
study authorities to determine common factors associated with success. 

A summary of key actions in these authorities is as follows:

Staffordshire County Council

Background
Staffordshire County Council has a significant procurement budget, spending £380 
million and placing 400,000 purchase orders per annum. However, a tense supplier-
client relationship and the need to procure both more efficiently and effectively drove 
the council to re-think its procurement processes, contracts and relationships. The 
council realised the importance of making the tendering process commensurate with 
the award (i.e. a less rigorous process for lower value and lower risk contracts than for 
high value and/or high risk contracts). 

Activities to achieve community benefits:
A tender toolkit has been put in place to ensure that tendering occurs in a propor-
tionate way, thereby increasing efficiency for both suppliers and the Council, and 
preventing suppliers from being deterred by long, bureaucratic processes.

The insurance requirements the council stipulates from suppliers have been revised 
to ensure they are commensurate with each contract.

Proof of financial standing is only required for high risk contracts or where payment 
is being made in advance.

Tenderers are asked to ‘opt in’ to questions, so that all the information being submit-
ted is relevant and reams of unnecessary information is avoided. 

Pre-Qualification Questionnaires have been standardised so tenderers do not have 
to fill them in over and over again.

Standardised, simplified contracts and terms and conditions have been intro-
duced, which saves costs on lawyers redrafting. º

On-line guidance on the authority website to to assist suppliers in bidding for and 
winning contracts. 

E-tendering has generated savings of over £700,000 over three years. 

Lengthening contracts to guarantee the suppliers an income for a given amount of 
time, thereby ensuring they can recoup at least some of the initial costs.

Overcoming risk aversion was key as the authority was not put off by the barrier of 
the EC Treaty and Procurement Directives in their procurement restructure and was 
not afraid to actively use contracts to benefit local suppliers and residents. Carefully 
considering the length, timing and nature of tenders and using contract clauses has 
allowed the level of uptake by local suppliers to be increased and provide all-round 
better services. 

Timing of contract delivery means proactively put caveats into some contracts to 
make it easier for local firms to win bids (e.g. in a contract to supply fresh fruit and 
vegetables for the council, the tender specified that they must be delivered within a 
particular delivery window in the morning).

Pre-tender workshops for local suppliers. 

Sub-letting of contracts by large suppliers to local small suppliers has been encour-
aged. 

Purchasing cards and payment by BACS have been introduced that can be used in 
lieu of cash and ensures that suppliers are paid within four days and a BACS system now 
sees 95% of suppliers being paid immediately in this way which aids their cashflow.
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Outcomes
A total of 36% of spend is now within the local area; 59% of spend goes to SMEs; and 
21% goes to companies started since 2000. This restructure of approach has also gen-
erated an estimated £10 million of savings since 2004.

City and County of Swansea

Background
The ‘Beyond Bricks and Mortar’ initiative is currently being developed by the City and 
County of Swansea following the implementation of the Swansea 2020 Economic 
Regeneration Strategy. Its aims are  to address the issues of deprivation in Swansea 
linked to low income and low levels of employment, particularly through bringing 
economically inactive people back into the labour market and developing progression 
routes to enable these people to move on to higher skilled, higher paid jobs.

Specifically, the project is designed to add value to the delivery of physical regenera-
tion projects in Swansea. It represents a holistic approach to regeneration by enabling 
Swansea’s and the wider region’s communities to benefit from ongoing physical re-
generation, thus meeting the Council’s primary aims of tackling deprivation through 
economic intervention

Activities to achieve community benefits:
Brokerage between training organisations and local suppliers meant that, in ad-
dition to its internal training and projects, Swansea work in collaboration with local 
training organisations to place local trainees into employment with companies that 
are delivering the Council’s contracts.

Targeted recruitment and training clauses will ensure that contractors recruit, train 
and retain not just local people, but local people who have previously been economi-
cally inactive.

Encouraging contractors to use local SMEs with Swansea’s dedicated Business 
Centre, which provides general support to local businesses working in collaboration 
with the council’s procurement department to develop a database of relevant suppli-
ers and actively matching contractors with local firms.

Developing a supplier Charter will enable suppliers who win contracts with the 
Council to sign up to the principles and aims of the ‘Beyond Bricks and Mortar’ initiative. 
This will formalise the information available and dialogue between small suppliers, 
large contractors and training organisations in the area. 

Use of environmental clauses in addition to those relating to training and employ-
ment, will enable stipulations such as onsite recycling to reduce the landfill burden, 
enhancement of the local area and landscaping, and investment into energy efficient 
processes. 

Variable use of other social benefits clauses where applicable, potentially around 
recruitment of local residents, apprenticeships for young residents, or development of 
a play area, space for a community run crèche, or similar is a council commitment.

Monitoring is used to ensure that community benefit clauses are being met satisfac-
torily 

Sustainable risk assessment examines contract content in terms of risk and sustain-
ability, including focusing on any clauses that have been included. All departments 
of the Council have to go through this process to ensure that clauses are being used 
sensibly, thus giving confidence to put them into contracts

Ensuring community benefit clause decisions are legally sound in Swansea means 
it is decided early in the life of a development project whether it will be suitable to 
incorporate community benefit clauses into the contract, and then these are subject 
to a Sustainability Risk Assessment to ensure that they are appropriate and legal. 
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Outcomes 
The outcomes of many of these interventions are yet to be quantified as this project 
still in development. However, the ‘Beyond Bricks and Mortar’ initiative in its current 
form takes a proactive approach to yielding the most from procurement and contract-
ing/sub-contracting opportunities for local businesses. Several pilot regeneration 
projects have already been conducted in Swansea into which the principles of the ini-
tiative have been incorporated (e.g. the ‘Beyond Bricks and Mortar’ initiative has been 
instrumental in ensuring social benefit clauses were used in the ongoing Quadrant 
Interchange project as part of the contractor’s brief ). The contractor is now obliged to 
take on trainees and offer work placements, and also to make opportunities available 
to some small local businesses to bid for sub-contracts. Following suit, the principles 
of the initiative are shortly to be integrated into the procurement process for Swansea 
Council’s Corporate Building Services – the in-house building organisation – and its 
related supply chain. This will allow a further extension to its training and apprentice 
programme.

South Gloucestershire 

Background
South Gloucestershire Council has recently (2009) undertaken a procurement exercise, 
designed to restructure: how the authority engages with its supply chain; the process 
of how it tenders for and awards contracts; and how it considers community benefits. 
The procurement exercise is being led by the Highways and Street Care service area 
but the outcomes of the exercise are expected to be implemented across all council 
procurement decision making processes.  

Activities to achieve community benefits:
A market testing exercise enabled the council to re-consider its preferred model of 
procurement to include three core packages of single contracts and eighteen frame-
works. Package 1 includes services around: surfacing; white lining; slurry sealing; and 
specialist services. Package 2 includes services around: traffic management; and sign 
manufacturing. Package 3 includes services around: surface dressing; binder supply 
and application. 

Engagement of all suppliers was possible as suppliers were given the chance to cri-
tique the preferred model of procurement and adaptations were made accordingly. 

Designing effective frameworks – South Gloucestershire Council has used the pro-
curement exercise to redesign Pre-Qualification Questionnaires and tender documents. 
The new procurement model has enabled a far more effective consideration of quality 
of price in the procurement process, and through the splitting down of contracts into 
frameworks, a greater opportunity for local firms to deliver services.

Considering both cost and quality enables South Gloucestershire to demonstrate 
‘true’ Value for Money in service delivery and puts off organisations tendering for 
contracts solely because they feel they can deliver it cheaply. 

Considering sub-OJEU lots for contracts with an annual value below the OJEU adver-
tising threshold is important for local suppliers and SMEs who are much more likely 
to access opportunities if they are advertised locally as opposed to the pan-national 
level.

Designing straightforward PQQs and tender documents encourages local organi-
sations, SMEs and social enterprise to put in PQQs for the framework contracts. 

Reflecting community benefit considerations in the tender criteria means tenders 
are assessed to reflect community benefit considerations around: serviceability; part-
nership; sustainability; and environment.

Linking procurement to core strategy enables objectives around supporting the 
local economy and the environmental agenda to be reflected.  

Promoting long term relationships:  In the design of the frameworks, South 
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Gloucestershire has thought about the long term when it comes to contract length. 
The three packages will be contracted for a term of 5-7 years and the frameworks for 
a maximum period of 4 years. This longevity of contract encourages positive relations 
between local authority and contractor and also contributes to the sustainability of 
suppliers, particularly where they are local organisations.

Having a clear strategy in place from the outset has enabled strategic buy-in has 
come from both lead officers and elected members. The procurement exercise is 
embedded in the objectives of wider local policy and strategy. 

Using core in-house capacity to shape procurement has been a key to the council’s 
approach. South Gloucestershire Council view procurement as an exercise that enables 
organisations to tender for activities that the authority does not have the direct skills 
to deliver in-house. This is reflected in the market testing and framework development 
activities which are very focused upon contracts that are specialist in their nature.

Outcomes
The approach adopted has led to a clear strategy and an effectively model, as shown 
in Figure 2 below, which engages with suppiiers and links to core objectives in the 
council and has senior officer and elected member buy-in. 

Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council

Background
Sandwell has the highest unemployment rate in the West Midlands, with the economy 
being primarily focused around the manufacturing, construction and retail indus-
tries. In response, the borough is undertaking a huge programme of regeneration 
to change the face of the local economy, particularly focused around the renewal of 
West Bromwich. Regeneration projects in the area include: development of the largest 
Tesco in Europe; a new retail park; a new leisure park; a public arts centre; £77m for a 
new college; £88m for 14 new health centres; a new Police headquarters; new social 
housing; a residential care village; and improvements to the transport infrastructure. 
In the context of this massive investment, Sandwell has made a concerted effort to 
involve as many local businesses as possible in delivering these projects through a 
range of measures, therefore supporting the local economy and reducing the high 
levels of worklessness that exist amongst the 300,000 population.

Activities to achieve community benefits: 
An online trading network encourages people to buy and supply locally. is an in-
teractive business website with a 3,600-strong membership database and an average 
18,000 hits a month to date. The website www.finditinsandwell.co.uk is used to: ad-
vertise council contracts; make them more accessible and transparent; de-mystify the 
tendering; highlight good news stories; learn what Sandwell business owners want 
from the council’s support services; and organise ‘Meet the Buyer’ events.

Encouraging contractors to sub-contract locally means there are obligations placed 
on both contractors and regeneration partners to advertise on www.finditinsandwell.
co.uk using the portal to source potential suppliers and, to date, 30 large firms have 
signed the Sandwell Procurement Pledge to source their goods and services locally. 

Capacity building with local suppliers includes upskilling local businesses through 
workshops on tendering and completing PQQs; holding marketing masterclasses to 
enable local suppliers with their sales and marketing activity. 

Getting local people into local jobs using ‘Think Local’ initiative is a database of 
unemployed people who live within the borough means that When contracts are 
awarded by the council, successful bidders are supplied with a list of appropriate 
candidates from the database for taking up the jobs created. 

A ‘Best Value’ calculator is being developed to create  ‘Best Value’ software to score 
prospective bidders against a set of questions based on the Procurement Board’s 
critical success factors, which includes the retention of wealth, and appreciates fur-
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ther demonstration of innovation; estimated mileage travelled by their employees 
and their supply chain’s employees to service the contract; commitment to use local 
sub-contractors to reduce carbon miles of people and products needed to service the 
contract; and willingness to undertake local carbon off-setting projects.

Achieving a cross-council approach through implementation of new purchasing 
procedure rules and working with the Chartered Institute of Purchasing and Supply 
(CIPS) to raise awareness and skills amongst procurement staff for developing local 
supply chains. 

Outcomes 
Following £15,000 research and development costs funded by Sandwell Council, www.
finditinsandwell.co.uk has more than 3,600 registered business users (over a third of 
the borough’s business community) and has seen over £300 million of business op-
portunities posted on the site. The website is becoming ever more interactive and 
giving businesses more ways to showcase their products and services. Sandwell has 
now been nationally recognised, including by the Municipal Journal, as an example of 
good practice in achieving community benefits through procurement. Sandwell has 
had endorsement from the local business community and been approached by other 
councils to provide consultancy advice so that they may replicate these methods in 
their own localities.

Glasgow City Council

Background
Glasgow is experiencing substantial ongoing investment into physical regeneration 
within the area, with over £4 billion of investment going into a range of large scale 
schemes that are underway or planned, including towards hosting the Commonwealth 
Games 2014. The City Council is keen to use this investment into infrastructure and 
the Games to achieve community benefits, particularly local jobs that are sustained 
into the future. To do this, the it has introduced a targeted approach to achieving 
community benefits from the procurement process. This is based primarily on the 
use of community benefit clauses and ensuring that these clauses and their intended 
outcomes are enforced. 

Activities to achieve community benefits: 
Use of community benefit clauses particularly focusing on achieving targeted 
recruitment and training through public contracts has been proactively promoted. 
Tackling economic exclusion is seen by Glasgow as the key to addressing a number 
of serious social issues that affect the City, including poor health outcomes and high 
crime rates. Incorporated into the full range of Commonwealth Games and related 
projects, the proposed community benefit clauses would place caveats on suppliers 
to secure: the recruitment and training of individuals from the City Strategy Priority 
Groups and school leavers; measures to structure and publicise procurement oppor-
tunities to benefit local businesses, including the advertising of sub-contracts on a 
dedicated procurement portal http://www.glasgow2014.com/businessportal; 

Inclusion of community benefits in evaluation criteria makes it clear during the 
advertising stage, in PQQs and throughout the tendering process, that consideration 
of community benefits will be part of the tender evaluation scoring system and award 
thereafter. Moving away from the traditional focus on Value for Money and price, a 
total of 10% of the overall evaluation criteria will relate to community benefits.

Key Performance Indicators for targeted recruitment and training such as a minimum 
of 10% of total labour required to deliver the project to be delivered by apprentices.  

A Supplier development programme in addition to this use of community benefit 
clauses and evaluation criteria. 
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Outcomes 
The target outcomes of these measures towards achieving sustainable •  
procurement, (currently being finalised), include:inclusion of community 
benefit criteria in all new contracts;increasing the number of city residents of 
working age who are active in the labour market; ensuring that the majority 
of opportunities are accessible to Glasgow’s residents from areas of disadvan-
tage; delivering additional modern apprenticeships;
Increasing level of spend and re-spend in communities where major •  
infrastructure works are located or impacted; and making contracts accessible 
to local SMEs and social enterprises by breaking large contracts down or 
encouraging consortiums.

Many thanks to the authorities and officers who provided 
information for our case studies.

 For further information on the Staffordshire case study, • 
please contact Ian Simpson, Head of Staffordshire 
Procurement and AD of Finance, ian.simpson@stafford-
shire.gov.uk or 01785 854640.

 For more information on the Swansea case study, please • 
contact Sue Woodward, Strategy Development Officer, 
sue.Woodward@swansea.gov.uk or 01792 545055. 

 For further information on the South Gloucestershire • 

case study, please contact Owen Jenkins, Highways 
Maintenance Manager, owen.jenkins@southglos.gov.
uk, 01454 863910. 

 For further information on the Sandwell case study, • 
please contact Steve Massey, Purchasing Co-Ordinator, 
stephen-massey@sandwell.gov.uk or 0121 569 2105.

 For further information on the Glasgow case study, • 
please contact Mike McNally, Community Benefits 
Programme Manager on michael.mcnally@glasgow.
gov.uk or 0141 287 6065.

Case study contacts
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A best practice checklist
A number of lessons emerge from the different approaches taken by our good prac-
tice case study authorities that can be considered critical conditions for successfully 
achieving community benefits through public procurement. The can be summarised 
as follows:

Robust engagement and building strong relationships with suppliers
This was the most common approach to achieving community benefits, reported in all 
five of our case study local authorities. This gives suppliers the confidence and capacity 
to bid and helps make contracts more accessible and deliverable by local suppliers. For 
example, pre-tendering workshops and networking were part of the approaches of 
Staffordshire and Sandwell, while South Gloucestershire undertook market testing to 
gauge contractor satisfaction. Swansea actively engaged with employers and training 
organisations. Glasgow and Staffordshire used technology to make it easier for suppli-
ers to bid, while Sandwell developed an online trading network.

Strong leadership and political support from the outset
Nearly all of our case studies reported that strong leadership from officers and coun-
cillors was vital for re-thinking their approaches to procurement and implementing 
innovative measures. For example, Sandwell reported full Cabinet support of its 
approach and Glasgow had the backing of the Council. Staffordshire saw strong 
leadership through a Procurement Board chaired by the leader and including senior 
officers and South Gloucestershire gained strategic buy-in and vision from the outset 
by officers and members alike.

Overcoming risk aversion and cultural barriers
As procurement has traditionally been an area of minimal flexibility and adherence to 
rules and regulations, a risk-averse culture has become deep rooted in many councils. 
The authorities that have had the most success achieving community benefits are 
those that have re-thought their approach and endeavoured to implement innovative 
measures. For example, Swansea and Glasgow Councils embraced the use of commu-
nity benefit clauses with the former focusing primarily on environmental clauses and 
the latter on employment and training clauses. Staffordshire undertook a number of 
innovative measures, including specifications around time delivery and use of training 
clauses.

Taking a flexible approach to the procurement process
– and tailoring the different stages to make it easier for suppliers to bid for and win 
contracts (e.g. Staffordshire has standardised their PQQ, contracts and terms and con-
ditions into one document to reduce the resources needed in tendering and increase 
clarity, as has South Gloucestershire); 

Considering community benefits in tender criteria
– as reflected in the adapted weightings systems of both Glasgow and South 
Gloucestershire’s tender evaluations, and in Sandwell’s use of a ‘Best Value’ calculator 
for scoring bidders;

Ensuring enforcement of community benefit clauses
– once contracts have been awarded (e.g. Glasgow have developed a suite of Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs) to monitor performance post-award and Swansea have 
engaged with training organisations to make sure training clauses are being met);

Actively encouraging contractors to utilise local suppliers post-award
 as their sub-contractors (e.g. Swansea has developed a database for contractors to 
use to find local firms for sub-contracting, and Sandwell have encouraged this through 
both their procurement website and supplier events);

Ensuring clauses included within contracts are legal
– such as in Swansea, where contracts are subject to a Sustainability Risk Assessment.

Upskilling staff
 – to improve ability and think more creatively about sustainable procurement (e.g. 
both Staffordshire and Sandwell Councils have rolled out accredited training within 
their authorities).
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Conclusion

At that start of this report, we raised a number of questions. We have attempted to ex-
plore these issues during the course of our guidance on using procurement to achieve 
community benefits and our conclusions can be summarised as follows:

How can EU Procurement Directives and the wider welfare of 
localities be effectively balanced?
We have shown through this work that EU Procurement Directives and the wider wel-
fare of localities can be effectively balanced through undertaking a range of activities 
around community benefit clauses and the procurement process that do not violate 
either law or policy, and complement this with supply side activity to maximise the 
extent of local businesses’ and workers’ receipt of public expenditure. 

Can efficiency and cost savings be twinned and reconciled with 
sustainability?
We have shown that efficiency and cost saving can be reconciled with sustainability, 
identifying where efficiencies can be achieved through use of small scale, local sup-
pliers that use local workers, and that economies of scale might not actually offer the 
best whole life value. 

Does sustainability through procurement have to cost more than 
standard delivery of contracts?
We have shown that sustainability through procurement does not have to cost more 
than standard delivery of contracts, because the social, economic and environmental 
benefits yielded are all returns on the investment made in the procurement (e.g. 
local employment and training clauses may require more resources to fund but will 
ultimately make local people more economically productive and stop many being reli-
ant on state benefits). Also, environmental clauses may save the local authority from 
investing money later on to undo the damage of pollution, erosion, etc. 

Does Value for Money policy have cost as the primary criteria?
We have shown that Value for Money policy does not necessarily have to have cost as 
the primary criteria; it is far more meaningful to consider value in terms of whole life 
costs and preventing social, economic and environmental failings that the public purse 
would have to pay for if they failed, rather than simply the initial outlay of money. 

Are non-cashable community benefits of value and how do we 
measure these?
We have shown that, while the perception that community benefits drive up costs 
does endure, numerous examples exist where authorities are seeing the value of 
non-cashable community benefits and acting to encourage the inclusion of these in 
the outcomes of their procurement contracts. How these non-cashable benefits are 
measured remains a difficulty, but we encourage this to be increasingly included in 
local authority performance management systems and Local Area Agreements. 
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